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Trinity Live Returns
With Great Success
JKRISTEN S T . MARTIN
ARTS EDITOR
Trinity students were reintroduced to Trinity Live this past
Thursday night in the Washington
Room. Organized by TCAC senior Courtney Cote, Trinity Live is
an opportunity for musically talented students to display their talent in hopes of winning the privilege to open for Eve6 on Friday
night of Spring weekend. The
event, which included seven various musical performances, was
extremely successful and well
received by those who attended.
Trinity Live kicked off with
the talented singing of Nate.
Gravel '07. Gravel displayed his
talent as an acoustic guitar player
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tion. This was proven when
Gravel was awarded with third
place in the competition, a Spring
Weekend Prize Package that
includes a free ticket for entry
into Spring Weekend, a t-shirt,
and two CD's of any bands playing on Spring Weekend.
Following Gravel, Trinity
Live continued to rock on with
the talent of Hope Roth '04.
Hope's unique singing voice,
combined with her talent on the
guitar created for an enjoyable
atmosphere. Despite a performance proving her talent, Roth left
the stage with a feeling of disappointment, due to the short
amount of time she was granted
to play that limited the number of

SGA CANDIDATES

Chuck Pratt

Isaac Goldstein '05

Chuck Pratt

Hamza Chaudary '06

Turn to page three in Opinions to read the platforms of the two students
running for SGA President and cast your vote online on Wednesday, Apr. 14.

TCAC Deals With Policy Change
the more ambiguous categories of
This year's programming has
"hospitality, rental vehicles, and
been
estimated
to
be
worth
EDITOR
security."
$151,500. In an advertisement in
Hospitality includes fulfilling
last
week's
Tripod,
TCAC
laid
In the weeks leading up to
the group's rider, a list of all the
Spring Weekend, ilMrrfV anF; ~jf* %WW^M^»w^t6&m of
things the artists wish to have at
weekend-long parry, the Trinity
securing good artists and throwtheir disposal before, during, and
College Activities Council has ing a big event. Besides the obviafter their sets. Riders typically
been preparing for the popular ous need for staging, sound and
include deli platters, snacks, botheadlining acts of Ludacris, Eve6, lighting, portapots, and labor,
the Beatnuts, and T.O.K.
TCAC is obligated to serve the
see NEW on page 7
TCAC is made up of students
artists' needs. This is included in
who are directly involved with
creating venues to boost the
social environment of the campus. Its primary goal is to provide
venues and entertainment for the
College, and does so by reflecting
the interests of the student body.
Chuck Pratt
Last year's headliner, Third
The Family plays in front of students in the Washington room.
CHRIS BALESTRINO
Treasurer Jean Haberman and
Eye Blind, was received with a
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR Treasurer
Emeritus
Robert
and singer, pleasing those who songs she could play. However, lukewarm reaction. In an effort to
A proud Trinity tradition for
Pedemonti acting as the faculty
she left the audience with a feelcame to watch. He was put in a
boost student participation and
over thirty years, the Trinity
sponsors. The Club has displayed
ing of satisfaction in the talent of
approval, TCAC decided to spend
difficult position as the opening
College Investment Cub has impressive Figures over the past
significantly more money on
act for the competition, but he did the music she had played.
always strived to. "out-perform
30 years. It has had a net gain of
The next act to perform at musical talent for the weekend.
a successful job at grabbing the
major indexes through sound
30 percent, outperforming all
Trinity Live would ultimately be Last spring, TCAC paid $105,000
attention of all those in the audiinvestment strategy and group major indexes and matched the
the winner of the competition. for the entire weekend. This
ence, as he played with great
collaboration." Despite its long
performance of the average mutuSpring Weekend, the council has
determination, energy, and ambisee COMPETITION on page 18
al fund.
In addition to it's
spent that same amount for the history, very few students at
Trinity have taken advantage of
longevity, the club attributes its
musical talent alone.
the experiences the Investment
outstanding performance record
Unlike last year's concerts,
I N S ID E
to diligent research and a sincere
this spring's events will not be Club offers. With many Trinity
students going off to work either interest in financial markets. With
free to Trinity students. With a fee
Check out a review of
this success comes a desire to
of $10 for Trinity students, and on Wall Street or in the Financial
Max's Oyster Bar in
sector, it only makes sense for
expand and share the opportuni$25 for guests, the council hopes
these students to seize the valuties with other Trinity students.
West Hartford Center,
that students will see the value of
able experiences provided by the The Club would like to extend an
the weekend-long pass to attend
a tasty (but pricey)
Investment Club.
invitation to all interested Trinity
the Friday night and Sunday
gourmet restaurant on
afternoon shows. Some students
The Club is comprised of 10 students to come and see what the
page 11.
are opposed to paying for their juniors and seniors, but is not lim- Investment Club has to offer.
Currently, the Investment
spring concert. Will Suter. '06
ited to upper-classmen alone.
Who's
fault
are
the
rising
bookstated,
"I
think
that,
it's
[wrong]
Senior
Pat
Malloy
is
the
acting
Learn why socialism doesn 't
deserve its bad reputation as a stores prices? Find out the truth that we have to pay for Spring
President,
with
Associate
see YOU'RE on page 13
communist affiliate on page 4. • on page 12.
Weekend. We pay a lot of money
for tuition to attend Trinity
Turn to page 6 to read about the See a, review of the Method Man
College, and understandably, not
new guidelines for eligibility to concert this past Sunday al the
all that money goes towards
Webster on page 16.
participate in the housing lottery.
TCAC and Spring Weekend, but I
The Tripod regrets that the picture on the front page as
Arts
page 16 feel that enough of it does [so]
Opinions
page 2
well
as the one in the Arts Section identifying the artist as
Announcements
page 20 that the student body shouldn't
News
page 6
Sports
page
24
Mr.
Vegas
were both incorrect. These pictures came from
Features
page 11
have to produce an additional
a different show that weekend.
$20,000 to pay for our concert,"
www.'trinity tripod.com
WILL YANG
NEWS

Fun with Money and
Stocks inTCIC Club
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No Need for Attacks in Discussion of Israel
To the Editor:
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Eileen T. Flytm '05
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Actions Not Worthy of Speech ...
In last week's edition of the Tripod, the staff misidentified the front page picture (as
well as the interior Arts picture) as Mr. Vegas. T h e Tripod staff regrets the error and apologizes for the innocent mistake. However, it was a mistake — not a n act of malice or prejudice - an honest mistake. It appears that this campus has become so aggressive in its
assumptions that an individual student felt he or she had the authority to deface the hard
work of others.
Last Tuesday walking into Mather, students were confronted by Tripods covered with
pink highlighter, loudly denoting the misidentification m a d e by t h e editorial staff. Once
arriving in the dinning hall and seeing papers strewn about the tables with writing all over
them, it was clear that the individual responsible for the defacement of the papers was trying
to make a statement; a statement unfounded a n d incorrect in t h e pretext of race. T h e Tripod
staff made an error, as any work of h u m a n application often does. To assume ih.it it \wi.s a
mistake founded in subconscious thoughts of racism is baseless a n d unsettling. However,
what is more disturbing is the fact that this person defaced the h a r d work of other students
namelessly. H e or she had the gall to vandalize the work of another, yet not the courage to
stand by h i s / h e r actions. With such a pointed statement, sabotaging the work of others, one
would think, that such an outraged individual would be confident enough to take credit for
h i s / h e r actions;
This week the Tripod received n o Letters to the Editor or Opinions submissions
denoting the severity or "racist implications" of our mistake. O n e would imagine that if a
person felt so strongly about this issue, strong enough to make a spectacle of someone else's
work, h e / s h e would have submitted a signed response. None. T h e voice of the outspoken
remains.unknown.
.
' •
Yet each week, members of-the Tripod staff identify themselves outright for the criticism and speculation of their readers. We are not perfect, we certainly make mistakes, but
we are not afraid to be associated with our work or our actions. I wish the individual who
chose to express their anger last week, could say the same.

-Edna Guerrasio
Editor-in-Chief

The Trinity Tripod is published e r a y Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
.
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-in-Chief
(860) 297-2583

Business Office
(860) 297-2584 -

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
.•••••. :
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 7G25S2
E-Mail: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
:

anti-Jewish backlashes to the
Bush Iraq war, even as Joan Scott
and the Association of American
University Professors condemned
the ad for not also mentioning the
need for similar vigilance regarding attacks on Muslims and ArabAmericans.
Professor Kassow is entitled
to convey his personal position
regarding Israel, or any other
topic to whomever lie wishes. He
should, however, come to terms
with the fact that it. is possible for
students, colleagues, alumni, and
citizens of Israel, America, and
the
world
to
talk
of
Palestine/Israel in terms he finds
offensive without insinuating
anti-Semitism at those with
whom he disagrees. Trinity
should be proud of articulate students like Josie Weldon. And
Professor Kassow should remember to be a teacher committed to
dialogue (as I remember him
always to have been), not character assassination.

The Trinity Tripod of Mar. 30
prints a letter from Professor
Kassow in which he links some
students to an alleged anti-semitism of the left in a way that
would allow him to say he was
only warning against such a hateful politics.
On Apr. 6 Josie Weldon, who
sees herself as personally
attacked and smeared by Kassow,
makes the basic moral point that
we are to fight the battles that
we can reasonably affect even as
we lament our ineffectiveness
elsewhere, in response to
Kassow's list of tragedies deserving of our attention. I am not
privy to the e-mail exchange
under question, but I do know that
about a year ago I was also on the
receiving end of Professor
Kassow's insinuations when he
responded in similar terms after I
petitioned former Trinity teachers
I hold in esteem (including him)
to protest then-president Hersh
having signed a New York Times
ad admirably advising against

Sincerely,
Ty Geltmaker, Ph.D. '74

Panel on Controversial Issue Well-Assembled
To the Editor:

identity/sovereignty by recognizing non-Jews as equal citizens
(and thereby, requiring transformation of the current Israeli
. state).
However, calling this the
destmction ol Isiael docs a disservice to open debate and misdirects and limits discussion of
very complicated issues of rights,
self-determination, and security
for all concerned — e.g. there
may indeed be reasonable arguments against a one-state solution, but we must then frankly
deliberate the consequences of a
Jewish state for non-Jewish citizens, who by definition will have
second-class status.
We are all deeply involved in
these issues given the US government role in the area. Clearly,
each situation is unique, but the
South African example has shown
us there are pathways to justice
even in difficult political contexts. Perhaps that is why a South
African voice was included on the
panel.

VOID and the Arabic Club
did an admirable job of putting
together. ,a- panel, on a., difficult
subject — a panel that represented different perspectives (South
African, Israeli, and Palestinian)
on '"the wall." It was important
to have Palestinian and Israeli
views even if the particular individuals did not represent the full
range of positions.
Apparently, controversy arose
because the Palestinian panelist is
associated both with "a one-state
solution"— which calls for a
democratic state that would
include Palestinians and Jews
(and perhaps others, like Thai
guestworkers living in Israel) —
and with an organization calling
for the right of Palestinians to
return to their homeland. The socalled "one-state solution" raises
important issues about democracy; it should not be simply
labeled as "the destruction of the
Israeli state." (There are both
Palestinians and Israelis on both
sides of the "one-state solution"
question, as well as the right of
return.) Some believe that a onestate solution threatens Jewish

Respectfully,
Prof. Janet Bauer
Prof. Fred Pfeil

ffisffiisii
PT woke up at 5:30 last Wednesday morning and witnessed a
group of 20 individuals bending down and up and down again
while talcing photos. PT called PT's roommate to the window to
make sure that PT wasn't hallucinating. PT suspected some sort
of strange pagan ceremony. Turned out to be S.U.S.H.I. and its
red popsicle sticks. Props to S.U.S.H.I. for being a little crazy.
Internet goes down in
dorms for a whole weekend.

.
'

PT thought this would
. relieve procrastination, but
' then checked to see if it was
working every 2.5 seconds.

Pre-Frosh swarm to campus
for VIP days.

Yeah, PT was also overdressed on PT's VIP visit.

Registration for Fall 2004
Classes begins.

PT refuses to wake up at 7
a.m. to register. PT is betting
that everyone else sleeps too.
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America's Drinking Age Harmful to Youth
To the Editor:
Last week, Nate Baker
slammed the Tripod editors for
writing a rather sophisticated critique of our nation's drinking age
["Individual Responsible for
Alcohol Abuse, Not Law," Apr,
6], He was dead wrong.
Baker states that individuals
are responsible for their own
actions, but he downplays the

law, so instead of consuming
alcohol in safe spaces with experienced adults, we learn to drink
in abandoned parking lots and
open fields - lying to our parents,
drinking to get drunk as fast as
possible and hoping somebody
stays sober enough to drive home.
Did the law force us to go out
in the woods and get drunk? No,
it didn't, but it gave most of us
two options: don't drink at all

Eating Healthy a Heroic Feat
I was wondering if those little
posters that went up all over
Mather and said "it's ok to be fat"
were co-sponsored by Chartwells,
because they don't seem to be
helping many of us eat right.
I won't pretend that it's
Chartwells' fault that the table of

only has 14 meals per week, he
forlornly passes the smoothie line
for the smiling Chartwells
employee standing at the ready to
construct his standby Oriental
Chicken Wrap to perfection
(without tomato, of course).
Everything to this point is
peaceful. Then, the inevitable
question. "Do you want fries?"
Panic. With hesitation, Our Hero

goodies in Mather tempts us to
renege on our diets. I won't
accuse them of adding addictive
substances to the French fries
(maybe laxatives, but I don't
think they quite qualify as addictive). However, 1 will charge
Chartwells with not providing us
enough healthy 'opportunities in
the Bistro.
Let's look at mealtime at the
Bistro. Our Hero enters through
the doors at approximately 5:25
p.m. He has timed his entrance
such so that he does not become
entrapped in a line that threatens,
on a daily basis, to break fire
code. Knowing that Our Hero

responds. "Sure, umm, yes
please." Our Hero now faces the
frialator, watching his fries steep
themselves in what amounts to
five gallons of vegetable product
preparing for a second life as
soap. As the wire cage emerges
from its greasy hole. Our Hero
can see quite clearly the fries glistening. In fact, he can just about
see his reflection in one of the
curly ones. Handfuls of fries are
dumped into the tiny, bulging
plastic container.
Our Hero proceeds to the
drink machine. He could kill for
some orange juice, but, alas, it is
in the cooler and costs $2.75.

SCOTT BAUMGARTNER
OPINIONS WRITER

By prohibiting a safe learning process,
the government forces young people to
learn about alcohol on their own.
myriad ways government (which
holds a monopoly on physical
force) constrains our actions. The
drinking age directly constrains
action by preventing older members of society from teaching its.
youth about alcohol. -Parents are
prohibited from taking their children to bars; parents and high
schools are prohibited from serving beer at parties for their kids;
college officials are prohibited
from- inviting all their students to
drink at
campus-sponsored
events.
This is the crucial point: not
that the drinking age is unfair, but
that it directly harms American
teenagers. By prohibiting a safe
learning process, the government
forces young people to learn
about alcohol on their own. Most
parents and educators enforce the

until you are 21, or drink illegally
in unsafe and unsupervised situations.
Because alcohol is so damn
fun (and it's well marketed as
such), many teenagers make the
second choice. By the time we
reach college, the damage has
been done. We haven't been
taught to be responsible drinkers
or even responsible drunks.
College is still prohibited from
giving us hands-on education,
and so bad stuff (read: sexual
assault, injuries, and death) too
frequently occurs. Sure we're still
responsible for our own actions,
but make no mistake: we are also
the victims.
Respectfully,
Matt Kozlowski '05

2004

Therefore, he must settle for
either: soda, soda, soda, fruit
punch (i.e. uncarbonated soda) or
Powerade.
Sitting down to eat, Our Hero
notices that the bottom of his
wrap is soggy. He thinks that it is
just from the sauce in the wrap,
but no, it is the puddle of grease
that has formed under the massive
heap of fries he was given.
The fries often repulsed Our
Hero. Oh, yes, he enjoyed said
fries, but he had to watch his figure for the ladies, and therefore,
decided to try salads for a while.
He was disappointed at the
so-called salad - while it was
advertised as an "Outtakes Side
Garden Salad," it was, in fact, a
handful of lettuce, two cherry
tomatoes and two skinny cucumbers. To add to the disappointment, the dressing was no healthier than the fries.
One day, a light bulb popped
over the head of Our Hero.
"What if I added some stuff from
the salad bar onto my measly
side-salad?" he thought. Success!
For almost a week, Our Hero felt
like he was eating well and did
not have to travel half the campus
to do it.
Then, the unthinkable happened. He got called out! Yes,
Our Hero was caught with a bowl
full of modified lettuce at the cash
register. This exposure led to the
almost absolute depletion of Our,
Hero's flex dollars.
see HEALTHY on page 4

CANDIDATES FOR SGA PRESIDENCY OUTLINE PLANS
Quality of Life Issues Should Dominate SGA Agenda
HAMZA CHAUPARY
SGA CANDIDATE
As SGA President is the highest office
a student can hold on campus, I have taken
running for this position very seriously. I
believe that I am qualified for the job
because.of the expeiience I have had in
leadership1 positions in the past. I have
served on SGA for two years and have
served on committees such as the Parking
Appeals Board, Student Life Committee,

will interact with people such as Chief
Justice Rehnquist, Ambassadors, and various Congressional Representatives.
As your SGA president, I would strive
to implement several initiatives that would
increase the quality of life for every student
at Trinity. One of these initiatives includes
Campus safety. Without being safe and
secure on our campus, it is hard to concentrate on other important issues such as academics. I stand firm on a policy of implementing measures to make this campus an

... I plan on increasing the efficiency, effectiveness,
and visibility of the SGA, as well as most importantly,
represent you.
and the Election Recruitment Committee. I
also help to start the first Student-Faculty
lunch series to facilitate relationships with
professors you would like to interact with
outside of the classroom. In addition, I was
asked to interview our new President James
Jones, Jr., and report my findings to the
Presidential Search Committee. This summer I haye been invited to work at the
National Student Leadership Conference in
Washington D-C. Through this program I

ever safer place for us and future generations of Trinity students so that one day,
people can feel secure walking around
campus at night.
My second goal that I would work
towards is to once again implement the
$250 dollar allowance at the Health Center

to use for prescriptions for when a student
simply needs medication. I believe that this
see CAMPUS on page 5

SGA Needs Fundamental Reforms in Representation
ISAAC GOLDSTEIN
SGA CANDIDATE
My freshman year, I ran for and won a
senatorial position on SGA. A couple of
weeks after I was elected, I started to hear
the rumors from upperclassmen about SGA
not having much interest in the student
body. It seemed that Trinity students had
gotten the message that voting wpuldn't
translate into real representation and
results, thus creating the dismal voter
turnout. After attending some of its meet-

student body. I felt that it was our responsibility to establish the "political legitimacy"
necessary to serve the interests of our constituents, I suggested that SGA members
spend at least an hour a week tabling in
Mather asking what students wanted us to
do. Many senators objected, arguing that it
was the students' fault if they didn't pay
attention to SGA elections or business. On
the other hand, I argued that it was trie
SGA's responsibility to act on the students'
behalf and encourage their participation,
instead of resigning ourselves to the status

I want to usher in a new- era for SGA, where
Student Government hunibly occupies the role of representing student interests.
ings, it became clear that SGA
could have done a better job of representing the students.
As an idealistic and gung-ho freshman,
1 proposed a resolution in the SGA assembly called "Political Legitimacy and
Student Government." It stated that the,
negative opinion held by many students
about SGA meant the organization wasn't
doing its job; we were out of touch with the

quo, I obtained important support from the
executive board members, and they
encouraged me to push the issue. Finally, it
passed.
Getting SGA on the road to real reform
wouldn't be that easy, however. Senators
grudgingly signed up for a tabling slot,

came, once, and never showed up again. My
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Debate on Jolt Indicates Widespread Voter Ignorance
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS COLUMNIST
As I reach my last month of Tripod articles, I'd like close up my rewarding journalistic career with some reflections on the
many times, basically, I was right.
This week, it's the Daily Jolt. If you'll
recall, last year there was a big outcry to
return anonymous posting to the Jolt. The
Jolt was, proponents claimed, a way for
students to pursue intellectual discussion
with each other. Jolt-dedicated alumni even
wrote in to give some examples of the great
debates that have taken place on the Jolt,
like those on the Presidential election and
9/11 tragedy.
I, however, maintained that all the Jolt
was good for was "Hottest Frosh" lists. In
particular, I recall observing the difference
between talking about intellectual topics
and talking about intellectual topics intelligently, and that discussions on the Jolt fell
under the former.
Fast forward to today, where the Jolt is
exactly what I said it was: a place where
people who have no clue what they're talking about are given a forum to express all
sorts of ignorant, sensationalized views on
important issues.
For example, there was the, discussion
concerning how the recent employment
growth is clear evidence that Bush is getting America back on the right track.
Particularly, in agreeing with the argument
that the poor economy was a result of 9/11,
someone posting under the potential alias
of "Guest Name" provided this gem:
'The terror acts happened not even a
year after Bush had taken office. People
were questioning his legitimacy and there
was a real problem going on. The previous
admisitrationfsp.] didn't do anything overtly to stop the threat of terror, and it was not
on the national agenda (IE: TV,
Newspapers etc) I am not sure how you can
blame this president for the attacks and
being soft on protection when he just
entered office and there were no real
threats. Unless there is documentation that
came across him that read 'Al Queda[sp.]
is.coming to hijack planes in the next few
months.' — I just don't see how you can
blame him for any of that."
Now, if "Guest Name" had picked up
this thing called a newspaper even once the
previous week, s/he would have read about
some guy called Richard Clarke, the former White House counterterrorism chief.
More specifically, s/he would have read
about Clarke's testimony before the 9/11
investigation commission, testimony which

affirms exactly what Guest Name doesn't
think happened: the Clinton administration
treated terrorism and al Qaeda as a matter
of the highest priority, while Bush, from
the moment he took office, repeatedly
ignored Clarke's warnings that Bin Laden
was an urgent threat. Last Thursday, in fact,
it was revealed that a memo sent to Bush a
month before 9/11 warned of potential
hijackings and domestic terrorist attacks.
But what's even worse than ''Guest
Name's" complete inability to be informed
is the fact that, in skimming the roughly
two dozen responses to his/her post, not a
single respondent mentioned Richard
Clarke to "Guest Name." Clearly, the Jolt is
the bastion of the well-informed.
However, as much as I have just
enjoyed demonstrating how right I was in
criticizing the Jolt, there is really a far bigger concern here. I'm talking about the fact
that, come November, the oh-so-informed
"Guest Name" is going to be given a vote
in who will run our country for another
four years.
This, quite frankly, is what's wrong
with America: people who haven't an
inkling as to what's going on are given just
as powerful an influence on national politics as those of us who are actually
informed. Just as Pseudo-Xenophon asserted, democracy has empowered the ignorant.
Why is it that being born in this country 18 years ago makes you qualified to
vote, while actually knowing what's going
on isn't even on the map?
To "Guest Name": knowing that Bush
was in fact partly responsible for 9/11, and
thus tiial your argument is wrong, might be
an important piece of information, don't
you think? And to your credit, I bet you're
more informed about national politics than
90 percent of the population.
Nor are you alone. Another Jolt poster
claimed s/he wasn't voting for Kerry
because s/he found Kerry to be "cocky" on
an MTV interview. Wow. What a great factor to base your vote on. Don't take the
time to actually research what the candidates plan to do with your country; just
pick the guy who seems nicest.
If you want to vote for Bush, fine. But
do so knowing that he lied about WMDs in
Iraq, which has led to the deaths of almost
600 American soldiers. Do so knowing he
botched preventing 9/11, which led to the
deaths of more than 3,000 American civilians.
Make- sure when you vote for Bush,
you actually know what the man has — and
hasn't — done.

Healthy Choices Scarce
continued from page 3
To this day, he stews over the incident
and grudgingly gets fries when asked. His
friend (we shall call her Our Heroine) came
up with a different idea. She figured that
she would create a salad and be charged per
ounce.
Unfortunately, Our Heroine has not yet
achieved that perfect balance of one meal's
worth of salad and must also survive without anything to drink. Our Hero started
thinking and he arrived at the conclusion
that there needs to be changes made to the
meal lineup at the exclusive Club Beast.
Here are his suggestions: Side-salads
should include a set amount of lettuce and
students should be allowed to customize
them on the salad bar. This customization
should be included in. the price of a meal.

A juice machine is imperative. Face it.
Soda sucks. Our Hero, having worked in
kitchens, knows that 20 ounces of a fountain soda drink has a cost of about a nickel.
Juice, he realizes, is a bit more expensive,
but the cost could be evened out if size
restrictions were placed on the drink that
was included with the meal.
There should be a salad meal - a salad
(made by the student on the salad bar) and
a drink for $5.50. Another meal combination would be helpful — how about a small
soup, a grilled cheese and a drink for
$5.50? It's not that far out of the range of
possibility. In fact, nothing written here is
far out of the range of possibility.
Our Hero would like to write more but
has run out of space and would like
response from Chartwells management.

MARGARET PRITCHARD
OPINIONS WRITER
You've probably figured it out by now,
at least if you visit the Jolt with any regularity, but I'd like a chance to explain it. I
am, in fact, a socialist.
Now that you've stopped thinking in
horror of Russian bread lines, let me
explain what this actually means.
Socialism gets a bad rap, and I think it's
widely misunderstood. It's a difficult term
to pin down; the Encyclopedia Britannica
says it still has a "great variety of meaning,
even [among] economists and learned critics," but in general, it is a belief in the
responsibility of the state to ensure just and
equitable distribution of resources. The

and economic power. That's called state
capitalism.
For better examples of socialism, look
at Chile under Allende (who showed the
world that socialism was not a route to
totalitarianism), and Britain under Attlee
and Blair (who showed it could provide
stable prosperity).
Socialism is not always about the central government above all. The movement
began in settlement houses and Salvation
Army offices of the 19th century, and cooperation between central government, local
government, and voluntary charitable
organizations was one of its founding principles.
Socialism is not about stunting ambition, encouraging people not to work, and

... welfare is useless without social programs
designed specifically to open up access to education,
employment oppoitunities, and technical training.
extent to which the government interferes
with the free market, and how many industries are under government control, varies.
Socialism is not Communism.
•Communism is an offshoot of socialism,
but Marx spends almost as much time
bashing socialism as he does bashing capitalism. His basic theory is that Socialism
too often comes from the upper classes
(i.e., is bleeding heart bourgeois charity,
not genuine revolution), and that its
reforms aren't broad enough. And I think
it's a shame that the only socialism people
know of is Soviet. The Soviet Union is
about as good an example of applied
socialism as Jessica Simpson is of higher
education. Desperate to compete militarily
with the Americans, Stalin and his cronies
consolidated capital among the wealthy,
and used it to pursue international military

so on. The idea of the welfare state is to
ensure that every citizen will be able to get
by, no matter what happens to them. This
does not mean everyone will be given a job
by the government, with no choice.
This does not mean everyone will
receive the same wages, no matter what
they do. This does mean that there will be
societal safety nets. It displays the realization that a rising tide does not raise all
ships, but rather sinks some, and the only
way to get those sunken ships off the bottom is for the floating ones to pull them
until they can sail. And here I align myself
firmly with modern moderate socialism in
saying that welfare is useless without social
programs designed specifically to open up
access to education, employment opportuSOCIALISM on page 5
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"It's a big artist, so I can sort of see why, but
it's still a pain. I think mat it should be part
of the $38,ooo I pay a year."
— Theresa Warburton '07

., .

"I think it's kind of a pain, but I can see
TCAC's reasoning for charging.
- Abi Moldover 'o5
X think it s worth it to pay $10 to see
Ludacris. Are you kidding me?"
— JJelmar Smith oG
I think the $25 for guests is pretty damn
steep, especially for College students."
— Adrian Aj-nett '06
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"I feel like th ey could allocate the money better, and getit fr om other places.
T • ' o£>
r
"- JT a n e JL4
Compiled by Dan Scollan
Photos by Chuck Pratt
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Socialism's U.N. Necessary for Nation Building
Advantage
Is Morality
JEANNE HAYES

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

our means are inadequate. The U.N. is
imperative to nation building, as it provides
nations with international legitimacy and
economic assistance.
Secondly, countries working without
the United Nations to promote inalienable
rights and humanitarian aid are severely
limited regarding their legitimacy, funds,
and time. Only the United Nations has the
legitimacy to ensure the inalienable rights

Universal Declaration of Human Rights
forbids distinction between "race, color,
sex, language, and religion" when granting
rights. Every country has historically neglected to abide by this at one point in time.
The United States discriminated between
races when it participated in the international slave trade. France distinguishes
among religions and forbids Muslim girls
from wearing veils to school. China makes

Recently, debate regarding the usefulness of the United Nations has exploded.
This dispute is, well, just stupid.
First, scrapping the U.N. would clearly
continued from page 4
nities, and technical training. My politics be counterproductive to our nation building
are not about giving anyone a free ride, but efforts. Nation building remains one of the
rather about using the power of the state United States' most ambitious yet flawed
and equitable distribution of resources in
foreign policy undertakings. Of the 16
order to ensure that everybody has the
attempts in which the U.S. has participated,
It is extremely difficult for a single nation to unilaterchance to make the most of themselves.
only four countries have accepted democally undertake social reconstruction.
racy.
Socialists also believe that there are
certain industries which, when left up to
It is extremely difficult for a single
the whims of the market, end up failing
distinctions among the sexes and it has
nation to unilaterally undertake social
of everyone as outlined in the 1948
their customers, industries such as health
been reported that pregnant women carryreconstruction. The Carnegie Endowment
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a
care. One reason for this is that health care
ing females have been coerced into aborfor International Peace emphasizes that
declaration closely modeled after the
must be standardized in certain ways; when
tion.
effective institutions evolve out of the
United States Constitution that contains
you're having a heart attack, you're not
"social structures" and "cultural norms" of
even more encompassing diction.
How then, can any one of the 191
going to stand around deciding which hos- a given society. Even if the outside powers
member states act justifiably if they
The Universal Declaration of Human
pital you're going to give your business to, have benign interests, the cultural gap Rights is undeniably one of the most proenforce human rights without the U.N.?
and then driving 50 miles to it. All ERs severely limits a country's ability to estabHistory is not easily forgotten. Would you
gressive documents of our time, proclaimlish democracy. As the Carnegie
ing that the highest aspiration of the com- allow the same barber who gave your
Endowment states, "deep ethnic fissures,
friend a mullet three years ago to cut your
mon people is "freedom of speech and
... it is the state's duty
religious animosities, and high levels of
hair? And so it remains that countries, even
belief and freedom from fear or want." In
inequality"
make
some
nations
very
resistto address the basic
ant to modification by outsiders.
needs of all citizens.
Take, for instance, America's current
attempts at social reconstruction and nation
building in Iraq. It is imperative that the
must provide equal, and quality, care. This
U.N. play a central role in nation building,
can only be done by removing any element
for only this institution represents a true
of competition.
We believe that it is the state's duty to collection of cultures that can relate to one
another.
address the basic needs of all citizens. We
are not willing to watch babies dying in the
Furthermore, nations undergoing transtreet and prattle on about "overall effisitions to democracy typically are skeptical
ciency" and "delay of gains." We see a
of occupying forces. Citizens will not
starving child, and we wonder what that
accept the nation building efforts if they
child could accomplish and contribute to believe a single regime is using them to
society if given a fair chance.
advance their own interests. Think U.S. oil
We ask society to pay for its own good. interests in Iraq. By giving power to the
It benefits everyone to live in a society in
U.N. to rebuild nations, it is clear that
addition, the Universal Declaration of
if noble today, cannot enforce inalienable
which citizens are educated, in which every
reconstruction is for humanitarian, rather
Rights of the Child is almost universally, human rights because their prior indiscrechild your tax dollars educate has a fair than economic gain.
recognized with the exception of two countions severely limit their credibility.
shot at becoming the doctor who could
The United Kingdom and United States
tries (the United States being one of them
In addition, the U.N., not a single
save your life.
garner unsurpassed military power and
... shocking). The U.N. promotes an
nation, must enforce human rights because
We ask society to realize that poverty,
wealth, but the U.N. clearly surpasses any
Aristotelian approach towards human
sole nations must also divert their attention
poor public health, illiteracy, homeless- one nation in reconstruction.
rights in which liberties are protected under
to domestic policy. How can a nation, withness, and starvation are not the problems of
We must heed history's disappointout the U.N. promote democratic values
individuals but of society as a whole, and
halfway across the world when it must
that society as a whole benefits when they
Only the United Nations has the legitimacy to
attend to the inalienable rights of its own
are solved.
ensure the inalienable rights of everyone...
citizens? As Plato argues, man cherishes
We believe, as the democratic socialist
his own and has a tendency to neglect the
Tony Blair once said, that "a decent sociegreater good. Every country is narcissistic.
the rule of law.
ty judges itself on the condition of the weak ments; unilaterally, the U.S. failed in
Bosnian social reconstruction, botched
as well as the strong," that "we live in a
How can countries that have committed
The bottom line is that the power of the
community. We owe a duty to others as Haitian and Cuban nation-building efforts
infractions against the inalienable rights of
U.N. is absolutely vital to nation building
and faltered when implementing democrawell as to ourselves." And we believe that
man be viewed as legitimate in the worldand human rights, and is especially relecy in Panama. Our objectives are noble, but wide community? Article 2 in the
we are an idea whose time has come.
vant to American action in Iraq.
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New Housing Lottery
EDNA GUERRASIO
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
In order to better accommodate the interests of students and
reduce the number of students
entered into the summer housing
lottery, the Office of Residential
Life has recently announced new
opportunities for program housing and stricter guidelines for eligible housing status. The new
policies and programs were put
into effect to assign housing to a
greater number of students during
the spring lottery and to offer students the chance to create the
context of their living environment and promote social diversity on campus.
In previous years ORL has
offered Summit Suites theme
housing as an alternative residence option for students.
Interested students were asked to
submit a proposal with the theme
of their room and the programs
they would offer to promote tlieir
idea. Although this year students
were still able to apply for
themed housing in Summit
Suites, the program has been
expanded to include all of the residence halls. Any group of students ranging from four to 24,
with a specific interest, was asked
to submit a theme housing proposal, with the dorm of their
choice, the name of a faculty
advisor and a well thought-out

plan for the execution of their
theme. The committee that will
consider the student proposals

Requirements for
Eligible Participation
in Housing Lottery
•Must have
Menigococcal vaccination.
•Has not expressed an
intent to Study Abroad
in the Fail 2004.
•Must be registered for
classes for Fall 2004,
•Does not have a financial hold as deemed by
Student Accounts.

consists of 17 students and faculty, including members from the
ORL staff and the Engagement
Committee.
The idea behind the expansion of themed housing was to
diversify residential and social
life on campus. Dean Alford, a
member of the Engagement
Committee stated, "We are looking for groups that have the
potential to make contributions to
the campus, who will use their

residence space to help diversify
the social life. We are looking for
students who will broaden and
change the landscape of the campus ... groups that will create
unique pockets of social life."
One example of a proposal
that has been offered to the committee for consideration is a
group of students who will host
Thursday Night Dinner each
week. The students in this housing group propose to hold a potluck dinner once a week with a
faculty member to talk about a
general topic that is of interest to
the community.
Fifty proposals were submitted to the committee this past
Friday, Apr. 9. Amy Howard,
Director of ORL stated, "We
don't have a quota we are trying
to meet. As long as groups meet
the ciiteria, we will be happy to
accommodate them."
Students who are chosen for
themed housing will be notified
of their placement before the
housing lottery, therefore making
them ineligible to participate in
the spring lottery.
On May 1, all other returning
undergraduate students will have
a chance to pick their residential
placement for next fall; however,
this year students who do not
meet the specifications required
see ORL on page 8

Committee To Study
College Governance
SARAH SPIEGEL
STAFF WRITER
President Painter is in the
process of forming the "Special
Committee
on Institutional
Administration and Governance,"
which will unite faculty and
trustees in reviewing administration policies before the arrival of
James Jones, Jr. The committee
was created to address the issues
on campus that need reorganization in an effort to relieve the task
from the first days of Jones' term
in office.
In past years, faculty positions had existed to deal with
administrative areas such as
urban initiatives, the Learning
Corridor, and technology. While
there is no staff currently working
in these positions, these areas are
still a crucial part of the college.
"We need to look at this top level
of administration institutionally
and collaboratively, instead of
simply waiting for a new president to try and figure out the
College's administrative needs,"
wrote President Painter in an
announcement he gave to faculty
at a Mar. 9 meeting. He also
wrote about the importance of
overseeing appointments, promotions, and the hiring of faculty.

Painter discussed the role of
the Dean of Faculty. He stressed
that the office of the Dean is currently dealing with a huge amount
of information. "... We all recognize that the Dean here is viewed
as the leader of the faculty and a
representative of faculty concerns. BUT also as the chief academic officer of the College and
second in command to the
President. Tension in carrying out

Chuck Pratt

President Painter works to
prepare campus for Jones.
those two tasks will always be
there, but as more and more funcsee FACULTY on page 9

Spring Weekend Alcohol Policy Limits Consumption
dorm and drink. They will spend less time
at the function. It just makes Spring
STAFF WRITER
Weekend less enjoyable."
Trinity's alcohol policy for Spring
"Last year we allowed students to get
Weekend has changed significantly this
six beers as well," Barber said. "However,
year. According to TJ. Barber, Assistant
you could walk out, then walk back in and
Director for Student Activities, "The
get six more. This year you can't do that.
change reflects the policies under the new You're only going to have six for the duration of the event." This tightening of poladministration. The new administration
icy was met with mixed reviews from stufelt that if we're going to limit the amount
dents.
• of beer served to students, we should limit
^the amount that students can bring into the
Avery Salisbury '07 was not pleased
with the new limits placed and remarked
;venue."
•• ••
'

JULIA CARNEY

Wesleyan is going through a transition
in alcohol policy as well. Beginning this
year, their spring concert event, "Spring
Fling," occurring the day after classes end,

the day of the event for a wristband which
must be worn in order to drink at the event,
Michael Sanfilippo '05 feels that the new
policies are not wise, stating, "Because

"The alcohol policy at events in general shows thac the
administratioii is more willing than other schools to treat students as adults.'V T J . Barber, Ass. Dir. for Student Activities
In addition, Barber described Trinity's
alcohol policy for school events as more
lenient than other NESCAC schools. "The
alcohol policy at events in general, shows
that the administration is more willing than
other schools to treat students as adults," he
said.
For the Sunday concert of Spring
Weekend, students of legal drinking age are
allowed six beers for the entire duration of
the event. If a student walks in with two
beers, for instance, his hand will be marked
indicating the amount of alcohol he arrived
with. Ginna Lockwood '07 felt that this
would only lead to a greater amount of
alcohol problems stating, "It won't really
help regulate. People will just go to their

that "The change reflects the new administration's stricter alcohol policies. The
administration should allow students to be
adults and drink responsibly. Limiting the
number of drinks students can have prevents students from spending as much time
with the school community during the
event."
Others viewed the change in a more
positive light such as Matt Carr '07 who
commented, "I think it's a good thing that
they're regulating the amount of alcohol
being served. It will help regulate the
crowd. It also helps create a more relaxed
atmosphere where people are enjoying the
music and entertainment—not just getting
smashed." ' .

File Photo

Spring Weekend 1998 was celebrated on LSC Quad with no fences.
will have a strictly enforced alcohol policy.
In previous years, the school's policy and

kids aren't allowed to drink socially, they
will just go get trashed in their dorm

"It won't really help regulate. People will just go to
their dorm and drink." - Ginna Lockwood '07
enforcement were non-existent. This yeahowever, Middletown passed an ordinance
allowing town police to enter if there are
reported alcohol violations on private property. Along with this new ordinance,
Wesleyan is now enforcing a new policy
requiring students over 2 1 to wait in line on

rooms."
In contrast, Colby, another NESCAC
school, has an alcohol policy that is more
lenient than Trinity's.
At Colby, the
Student Programming Board plans all
see TRIN on page 9
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New Spring Weekend Fee
Causes Student Reaction
continued from page 1
tied water, and other types of food. They
also usually include requests for
Hennessey, Heineken beer, and other alcoholic beverages which the College cannot
supply. Hospitality includes housing.
Trinity will provide hotel rooms for the
artists at a local Ramada.

they allow entrance to both the Friday night
Eve6 show in the field house, and the
Sunday concert.
New from last year, students will be
required to sign a disclaimer before receiving their wristbands. The disclaimer basically frees TCAC of liability in several situations. The first being that any of the

We pay a lot of money for tuition to attend Trinity ...
the student body shouldn't have to produce an additional $20,000 to pay for our conceit." - Will Suter, '06
Another item on the list of expenses is
'rental vehicles.' Trinity College will be
splitting the rental cost of Ludacris' four
sport utility vehicles for the duration of the
weekend with the University of
Connecticut, where Ludacris will appear

artists fail to appear. Another stating that
the views of the artists are not necessarily
shared by Trinity College, TCAC or
OSACCs. Two years ago, Busta Rhymes
failed to appear even though he was scheduled to perform. The second situation refers

SGA Voting Now Electronic
Wednesday Apr. 14 will mark the first time SGA will hold
elections electronically. Students should check, their Trinity eraail accounts on election day for instructions. Voting time will
be between 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. in Mather Lobby and the Bistro and
between 9 a.m. and midnight in general.

Spring 2004 SGA Election
Process
Beginning Friday Apr. 2 Petitions for the positions of SGA
President, Executive Vice President, Vice President of Finance,
Vice President of Multicultural Affairs and five Senators at large
will be available at Mather Front Desk. Petitions were due back
to Mather Front Desk at 5 p.m. on Monday Apr. 12 and the debate
will follow today, Tuesday Apr. 13 at 6 p.m. in Mather Dining
Hall.

Take Back the Night
Tonight at 5:30 p.m. Trinity will host its annual Take Back the
Night march. The event will begin on the Cave Patio and include
talks from survivors of sexual assault. Students will then march
around campus, reclaiming areas where students are traditionally
uncomfortable after dark. The march will end with a bonfire on
the quad. If there is rain, the event will begin in the Rittenberg
Lounge.

www.google.com

Ludacris does his best Ben Wallace impression.
on the Friday leading up to his show sched- to lyrics that may be found offensive to
uled for Sunday, Apr. 25 on the Life members of the Trinity community. The
Sciences Center quadrangle.
group T.O.K., which has been the center of
Security will have a more difficult task controversy for the beliefs supported by its
this year. As part of his contract, Ludacris music, has often been associated with
has expressed the need for Trinity to keep offensive lyrics.
the general, non-paying public out of his
Still, the biggest policy change has
audience. This means that there will no been the addition of a fee. Students unin-

"I don't have a problem with paying; I mean they
have to get paid too,"
- Josh Evan '07
longer be easy access to view the show, as
was the case with Third Eye Blind. TCAC
is hiring an independent security company
to control what will be a larger perimeter
than last year's LSC quad show.
The last item on the list, 'agent fees,'
refers to the commission granted to
Clearchannel radio. The company deals
directly with the artists in the formation of
their contracts with Trinity and other similar institutions. In this case, the agent fees
amounted to $10,000.
Ticketing will be handled through the
Office of Student Activities and Campus
Centers office in Mather Hall 107. Tickets
will be in the form of wristbands to be
worn for the duration of the weekend, as

terested with this year's bands have decided that the $10 ticket is not worth it to
them.
Still, TCAC maintains that it has done
what is best for the student body. An
anonymous TCAC member stated simply,
"Third Eye Blind is for free, Ludacris is for
$10."
Yet, many students do not agree fully
• with TCAC. Danny Ramarosan '06 said,
"It's kind of lame. I was expecting it to be
free. It's still relatively inexpensive to see
Ludacris in such a small venue."
Freshman, however, will never know
the difference. "I don't have a problem
with paying; I mean they have to get paid
too," said Josh Evan '07,

www.eve6.com

Eve6 will be performing inside the field house on Friday, Apr. 23.

Rev. Heischman to be Inducted
aw,.,.......
On Sunday, April 18, 2004 at 4 p.m., a Service of Vespers celebrating The Institution and Induction of The Rev. Daniel R.
Heischman as Chaplain of Trinity College will be held in the
Trinity College Chapel. The Rt. Rev. Andrew D. Smith, '65,
Bishop of Connecticut will preside and The Rt. Rev. Steven
Charleston 71, Dean of Episcopal Divinity School, Cambridge,
Massachusetts will be guest preacher. All are invited and welcome to attend.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred from Mar. 28 to Apr. 8;
•A vehicle was broken into in the Ferris/Broad St. parking
lot. The driver door to this vehicle was damaged and unknown
suspects gained entry to the vehicle and stole the car stereo system. Campus Safety and the Hartford Police are investigating this
incident.
.
. . ; ' . •
•During this time period seven fire alarms were received
and investigated by Campus Safety. Two of these fire alarms were .
pulled shunts and the others were received because of smoke
detector alarms and cooking in dorm rooms;
.:
. . :
•Two local youths were apprehended while breaking into
a vehicle in the Little parking lot. The two were apprehended
without incident after being observed by students who quickly
called Campus Safety. Campus Safety and. the Hartford Police
responded immediately to this report and caught the two individual as they attempted to flee the scene. Both were charged with
Criminal Attempt Motor Vehicle Theft and Criminal Mischief
charges.
•An individual was apprehended by Campus Safety and
the Hartford Police department while committing a burglary at
the address of 158 Allen PI. This off-campus location is the residence of Trinity College students. The suspect was apprehended
without incident and charged with Burglary and Criminal
Mischief charges.
Incidents of particular importance have been identified and
listed above.
.
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ORL Increases Theme Housing Options forStudents
payment, Meningococcal vaccicontinued from page 6
by ORL, will not be allowed to nation, and class registration.
participate. The four criteria that
"We are trying to ensure that
students must qualify in, are: those students who have a firm
intent to study abroad, financial
commitment to coming back in
the Fall, leave the lottery with
housing," stated Susan Salisbury,
Assistant Director for Housing.
This yern' ORL is abiding by
strict guidelines in order to gain a
more realistic gauge of the housing availability for the Fall
semester. In past years, ORL has
been forced to rely on the summer
lottery for placement of current
students and withhold housing
from transfer students because of
the large number of students who
registered for housing with little
intent to return.
One change made this semester is that ORL will not issue a
Chuck Pratt
lottery number to any student
Susan Salisbury is working to
with intent to study abroad in the
improve lottery process.

Pft.OM TWG

MESCAC

Amherst: Professor William Taubman won the 2004
Pulitzer Prize for a biography 20 years in the works
entitled "Krushchev: The Man and His Era."
Taubman is a professor of Political Science. The
book covers both the former Soviet leader's foreign
policy and character, and uses primary source documents that have only recently become available with
the fall of the Soviet Union.
Middlebury: A s/udent was reportedly held a( knifepoint by a man in the lower level restroom of the Ross
Dining Hall two Friday nights ago. The man demanded the cash in the student's wallet and then made off
with the nearly $300. Apparently, the student had
been more than conspicuous while displaying the
money in the dining hall, which services closeto1000
students per night. The student admitted to and was
embarrassed at waving the money around leading up
to the incident. The suspect has not yet been identified.
Bates: Student environmental groups teamed up
with administrators at Bates college to discuss the possibility of switching to renewable energy resources in
the college's future. The cost of this change would be
$23 per student, with changes in building structures
amounting to less than $2.4 million. Bates would be
following Colby's lead in the switch to alternative fuel
sources in an effort to decrease its campus energy use.
Middlebury: An initiative called the Dish Recovery
System (DRS) has been started on campus to return
dining ware back to the dining halls. Working in close
collaboration, the Student Government Association
and residential life staff has organized a network of
bins in buildings across campus to deal with • the
propensity for students to take dishes and utensils
back to their dorms. SGA senators also went door-todoor retrieving dishes and explaining DRS to fellow
students.
Wesleyam The Undergraduate Residential Life
Committee recently decided to give all incoming
freshman the option of living in gender-neutral housing in any of the freshman dorms. The decision
makes it possible for students to live officially with a
member of the other gender, in one room. There had
previously been only one dorm with that allowance.

Fall. If a student has notified the
Office of International Programs
of their intent to study abroad,
regardless of if they have been
notified of their acceptance into
the program, ORL will not award
them eligibility for participation
in the lottery. ORL will also not
issue a lottery number to students
who are not registered for classes
in the Fall, students who have not
received a Meningococcal vaccination, and/or have a financial
hold from Student Accounts.
On Apr. 26, Residential Life
will post every eligible students' lottery number outside
the Cave and on-line at their
Web site (residential.life@trincoll.edu). If a student does not
have a lottery number posted at
this time, he/she has until Apr.
30, to resolve the matter and
receive a number.
Any student who is eligible
for housing but is unable to
make the Saturday selection
date may specify a proxy to

www.trincoll.edu

A model of the Summit Suites, formerly the only theme-housing
option on campus.
does not fulfill this criteria but is
in need of housing for the Fall,
will be placed in the summer lottery. All full-time students are
guaranteed housing.
This year there are increased
penalties for students who sign-

"As long as groups meet the criteria, we
will be happy to accommodate them."
- Amy Howard, Director of ORL
chose
in his/her
place.
However, the proxy declaration
must be submitted to ORL in
writing by Apr. 30. Anyone who

up for housing but don't return to
campus in the Fall. Students who
register for housing have until
May 31 to cancel without penalty.

However, after May 31, students
who withdraw from housing will
incur a fine of $500 up until June
30, and $1000 for withdrawal
after June 30. Salisbury advises
students, 'If you are not sure, just
don't select.'
In an effort to relieve the
stress of the housing selection
process ORL has made an added
effort to be more accessible to
students. During business hours a
staff member can be reached via
phone, email or instant messenger
under the name DrHousing.
"We are just trying to make it
as easy as possible for everyone,"
commented Salisbury.

University of

Hartford

Open to students attending
any college or university
Get ahead and graduate earlier
Two convenient sessions
Small, focused classes
Choose from 400+ courses

Sessions begin...
Wednesday, May 19
Monday, July 5
(class start and end dates vary)

Register Online
www.-hartford. edu/summerterm
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Faculty and Trustees Are United Trin Alcohol Policy
Relatively Lenient

continued from page 6
tions are taken on by the chief
academic officer, how weir will
any future dean be able to adequately represent the faculty?"
Although the President said he
was unsure of how this problem
of overload can be solved, Painter
said this is a question the committee will look at.
The committee, which will be
advisory and is planned to serve
until Dec. 1, beginning before the
end of the spring semester, was
originally meant to consist of four
trustees to be named by Paul

meeting, Painter allowed for dis- search that had been going on
cussion of the committee by fac- over the last year for a new presi-

"I have not seen in my forty years on the
faculty a better relationship between
trustees and faculty." - President Painter
ulty, as well as a faculty vote
about their opinions of the issue.
Painter said that there was general support for the committee at
this second meeting, whereas
there had been a lot more disagreement at the Mar. 9 meeting.

"... I assure you that as I go out it is the
future that is most on my mind,"
- Painter
Raether, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees; four faculty members
with . full professor status, and
chaired by Philip Klioury, who is
currently the Dean of Humanities
at M.I.T. Due to some faculty
concern, however, a special meeting was called on Mar. 18 to
redress the issue. The faculty did
not want to lose their say in these
issues or feel overshadowed by
the trustees. Painter revised the
makeup of the committee to
include the same four trustees,the
chairman, but five instead of four
professors, all who must be
tenured, but only three who must
be full-time professors. At the

NESCAC Alcohol Policies In Comparison

dent.
The five faculty members
who will be serving on the committee are to be elected by the
faculty, with results determined
by Tuesday, Apr. 13. They will
also be electing one of the faculty
to be co-chair along with Klioury.
The committee will hold a meeting before the term ends for summer, and then spend the summer
months researching and raising
ideas, questions, and suggestions,
so that progress can be made in
the early months of the fall, and
the committee can carry out its
function by the time the fall term
ends.

The committee's formation is
important because it unites faculty and trustees directly, whereas
normally, the administration
serves as the intermediate
"We must never be afraid of
between the two groups. "I change. As I complete my 40
believe this moment is propitious
years as a member of this faculty,
because I have not seen in my 40 I certainly enjoy thinking about
years on the faculty a better rela- the past...but I assure you that as

"We need to look at this top level of administration institutionally..."
- Painter
tionship between trustees and fac- I go out, it is the future that is
ulty than now exists," Painter
most on my mind," the president
said. The two groups, he added,
concluded his announcement to
worked very well together in the the committee.

continued from page 6
events and through a manipulation of funds is able to buy a maximum of 10 registered kegs per
day. The kegs are distributed

into the venue will be regulated
by Conference Service Inc., a private security firm, hired by many
large venues in New England.
The security team is in charge of

"I think it's a good thing that they're regulating the amount of alcohol being
served."
- Matt Can* '07
around campus and are roped off.
the front stage, back stage and the
The areas are monitored by a
three access points, Barber said.
trained student "Party Host" who
Security will check bags,
allows only those students over
mark students bringing alcohol to
21 to enter and drink. It was
the event and regulate items
reported by a Colby sophomore,
brought into the venue. Students
however, that if a student knows
are allowed to bring lawn chairs,
the party host and/or security is
but no college dorm-room furninot strict at an event, that it is not ture.
difficult to gain admission to the
Barber warned that if security
keg area if one is underage. In
faces alcohol-related problems
addition, Colby does not allow
during Friday's show, the school
any open containers outside of the
will re-think serving to students
roped off areas or an over 21 year
Sunday afternoon. He encouraged
old student's dorm rooms. Fines
students to act responsibly and
of $250 are given if this rule is
conduct themselves as adults.
violated. While Colby doesn't
Barber voiced disappointment
have a Spring Weekend event like
with the behavior of one student
Trinity's, they have an event
last year, who threw two full beer
called "Loudness" on the first and
cans at the stage during the Pat
last day of each semester during
Magee concert.
which the same general rules
"If the artist feels endangered,
apply.
he has the right to walk off stage,"
Barber said. "We're not giving
At Trinity's Spring Weekend
events the alcohol students bring . refunds to students."

Wfe\$
ttcntion Science Majors! This one is tor you! Don't miss this opportunity to meet uiumm and
learn how they are using their science backgrounds in bio-tech, research, health professions
Pharmaceuticals, environmental law and other areas.

Mums attending:
Dr. Michael Loberg'69
Douglas Macdonald'89
Dick Bagley'65
Eve Perugini>88
Mike WWiams'88
Andrew Davis'81, Esq
BobWittig'94
Laura Shimshidian'86
Caroline Newman'01
Marty Gall'66
Len Adam'81
Nick Kwiatkowski'03

CEO, NitroMed
Senior Research Scientist, Aventis
GlaxoSmithKline
Psychologist
Dentist
Environmental Law
Pfizer
Chubb
Uconn Law Student
formerly with Alteon, Inc
Principal Scientist, Bristol Myer Squibb,
Cardiovascular Drug Discovery
Enrolled in Biology and Biomedical Sciences (BBS)
PhD »ridu UL progr m it Hnrv ird Mulic ll SUicnl

Communications Careers
Come meet Christine Ragasa'98 and
learn more about careers in media,
public relations and
corporate communications.
Christine is the Assistant Director of
Publicity for Hyperion Books, a
division of the Disney/ABC
Network, and former Publicist at
Little, Brown and Company and
Bulfinch Press.

? A;t^Girefer;Sei-yices.v

©INFORMATION SESSION ©INFORMATION SESSION
H@w to Use Snmm@r to g e t a
Jump Start on Your Job Searef/i
Come meet Refer Ryan"84 and find out how to
use the summer to get a jump start on your job
search.
He will offer practical advice and tips that will
prepare you to hit the ground running in the fall.
Even if you still don't know exactly what you
want to do after graduation, you don't want to
miss this opportunity to learn more about job
search strategies that really work.

What You !*§©€»€§ to ICitow to
Submit Your AMCAS Application
•* VICAS is the centralized application service for candidates applying to medical
school. This is the first information about you that medical schools review. The
\MCAS Instruction Booklet is, 59 pages of important minutiae printed in small
iont. At minimum, an error in your AMCAS application.can delay the date your
i lormatioii is received by medical schools. A mistake in your AMCAS application
can eliminate you for consideration.
ACHP members will:
ive you tips on how to successfully complei-.1
i L AMCAS application. *discuss strategies 1i>r
addressing narrative questions,
1 Kplain the logistics of the application proc< s-

Bring your resume and be prepared to participate!
Refreshments served

'

'

•

'

'

•

J
CD

r

Thursday, April 15,2004 • Saturday, April 17,2004
Department of Theater and Dance presents:
Stood Wedding

I

Tliis riveting drama is inspired by the true story of an A n d a I u s i a n
woman who abandoned her husband-to-be on their wsddin§ day to
run off to Spain's rural mountains with her former sweetheart,

OSACCs Every Friday Movie Trip
Rouncftrip transportation t o Crown
Palace Theaters and a movie ticket
f o r only

Updated and transported to war-weary Afghanistan,

$6!

s

When: 8tOD pm

Sign up at Mather Front Desk by 8

t:

Where: Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Admission; $10 general / $5 Let's Go cards, students
and senior citizens/FREE with Trinity ID

pm on Friday's
Bus leaves from Mather Driveway
at 9pm
t

13th
1.5th

Home Athletic Events
M.Tennis vsAmherst @
3:00
M.Tennis vs MiT @ 3:30

The Mather Crawi ~ Friday, April 16th ~ 9:30 PM Mather Basement
This week's band - Edietlc Nobody's"~ A mixed sound,
mixed group ~ Spin Art Frisbees

•tz

First Year Night @ The Bistro

I

Thursday, April.15th @ 9;3O pm
This is your only chance to order your
official Class of 2007 T-Shirt!

•t

FREE TO BE
ACADEMICALLY
INCORRECT @ TRINITY
COLLEGE!

i

SI.

•m

31

Saturday, April 17th @ 11pm The Bistro
Prizes: Sony Playstation, DVD Player, music,

s
CZ

•n
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ABBY SAMOLIS

a consistently superior venue is Max's
RESTAURANT REVIEWER . Oyster Bar.
Every time I visited Trinity before
Because we college students are notori- finally deciding to attend, I remember my
ously broke, I try to highlight the more
parents asking for restaurant recommendaaffordable culinary stars of Hartford to
tions. Not a single concierge failed to menprove that one can eat well without plungtion either Max Downtown or Max's
ing into credit card debt. However, the
Oyster Bar. Though the Oyster Bar is more
looming end of the academic year brings a
of a trek from downtown Hartford, its
special occasion to splurge on an expensive
eclectic atmosphere and clientele have
dinner. As students pack their belongings
more appeal than its powerhouse, big busifor a four-month-long break, parents arrive
ness sister. Yes, it's located in West
to bring them home and often take them out
Hartford Center, on the same strip as the
for one last dinner in Hartford, This
multitude of other modern American
farewell commands a memorable meal, and restaurants. However, Oyster Bar's interior

Chuck Pratt

The chic interior of Max's Oyster bar offers something for everyone.

jewel
JULIET IZON
FEATURES EDITOR
Ah, the housing lottery. Just
the very name invokes a plethora
of emotions ranging from
absolute joy (coming from the
lucky soul who holds the number
one pick) to a sort of horror normally only resolved for watching
episodes of Extreme Makeover.
Yes, unfortunately not all of us
will be able to live in the expansive quads located in Summit
Suites
or Vernon
Place.
Regardless to whatever they tell
you on the tour (and trust me I
would know) not all housing is
created equal. And moreover,
really obnoxious people can get a
much better dorm than you. But I
digress. For the 95 percent of us
who will not be getting an air-

conditioned single complete with
its own bathroom, the Features
section offers you a comprehensive guide to the hidden gems of
Trinity College dormitories.
Believe it or not, you can find a
suitable room without making
friends with the two seniors who
have D+ ratings.
Northam Towers
Location: On the main quad.
Perfect for water-balloon throwing as well as spying on those
who choose to engage in any
number of illicit activities on the
plaque.
Description: If you are an underclassman, there is a high chance
that you don't even know that tlu's
dorm exists. Many people assume
that it's either part of Seabury or
Jarvis and therefore either really.

E t a s * . , >>
!

.-, s

Northam is one of the original dorms on campus.

transports you from suburban West
Hartford to bustling New York City with
the opening of the entrance door. While
typical West Hartford types frequent the
bar
for
martinis, the
Qualify fof 5J:
lively
atmosphere
Damage:
lessens
their
superiority complex, drowning out their
heated conversations on Louis Vuitton's
new spring line. Chandeliers with tentaclelike pieces and colorful lampshades dangle
from cathedral ceilings, while red banquettes line one side of a dark mahogany
wall. If the two restaurants were true family, Oyster Bar would be the urban, stylish
distant cousin of the stuffy, more austere
Max Downtown.
Atmosphere is not reason enough to
pay a small fortune for a meal, but at
Oyster Bar the food even surpasses the
vibrant ambience. I haven't had better
seafood yet in Hartford, and it rivals the
be.st I've had elsewhere. Though some of
the dishes frequent menus at other restaurants, the chefs at Oyster Bar revel in creating new twists on each one, and it is no
small feat that almost all of these creative
risks work.

DORMS
boring or dirty, respectively.
However, Northam is worth taking a look at, as not only is its
location superb, but the rooms are
quite respectable as well. A two
room double here features high
ceilings, window seats, and even
an old fireplace. All the rooms
were also renovated recently, so
you don't need to worry about
lack of insulation and/or heating.
There is more than enough space
for two people, and if you manage
to get one facing the quad, you
can watch the sun set over the
chapel. Cheesy yes, but also very
pretty.
Rating: The two singles are an
A+ and the twelve two-room doubles are an A-. If you're looking
for location over size, then I
would recommend trying to
secure one of the one-room doubles; their rating is only a B-.
Smith
Location: Part of the three dorm
Complex that also includes
Wheaton and Jackson. You get to
use those nifty glass walkways to
get from one dorm to another and
avoid the lovely New England
weather.
description: Smith may be the
forgotten dorm of the four that lie
behind the freshmen dorms of
Elton and Jones. Unlike Jackson
and Wheaton, which house a lot
of singles, Smith is made up of

For appetizers, you can't go wrong
with the restaurant's moniker. Each day, a
fresh batch of oysters arrives at the kitchen,
ranging from smaller and sweeter West
Coast ones
to mamm o t h
oysters
off the
coast of
Rhode
Island.
Evaluating each type is a daunting task, but
the staff is knowledgeable and cheerful,
offering suggestions based on the individual's preferences. Not an oyster fan myself,
I enjoy watching others slurp them while I
enjoy another fresh shellfish: shrimp cocktail, prepared traditionally or Baltimorestyle, in which the shrimp are steamed and
flavored with beer and Old Bay. These
starters are best washed down with a
Bloody Oyster martini, a twist on the
Bloody Mary, with - you guessed it - a raw
oyster nestled at the bottom of the glass. A
gargantuan sampler platter features crab,
mussels, and clams in addition to oysters
and shrimp, and is enough to feed two people for the night.
Other appetizers are also tempting,
especially seafood items. Tuna sashimi is

ten
10
10. Edna Guerrasio. Because she does everything.
9. Mike Lenihan. Not only is he the freshmen class president, but he's the best dressed man in the boardroom.
8. The cast of the OC. Because they're pretty and we
love their theme song.
7. George W. Bush. Not because we like him, but we'd
rather he was in charge of our school than the whole
country.
6. Cave Mary. Because honestly, who can run a government better than her? And she's in every Top Ten.
5. The Boys from the latest Abercrombie catalog.
Because just their ab's would make us recycle more and
do community service.
4. The Red Sox. Because Johnny, Nomah, and Varitek
rock our world.
3. Definitely not the Yankees.
2. Sam Adams. Because he's patriotic and we like his
hair.
1. The Features Girls. Duh.

see NO on page 13

see HIT on page 14
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that renders all information withSTAFF WRITER in said book obsolete, so I set out
to discover just where that money
With the close of the semester goes.
Contrary to popular opinion,
approaching, little things like
the staff of the bookstore does not
plane tickets, storage costs, and
moving out creep into our con- mark up the prices of our books to
see the look of torture on our
sciousness along with final
exams, papers, and all the reading faces as we shell out hundreds of
we neglected throughout the dollars at the beginning of each
semester. In reality, the bookstore
semester. Hoping to get some
extra cash to aid our end-of-the- isn't even a profit-making entersemester expenditures (uh, Spring prise and they have absolutely
Weekend anyone?), we might zero control over
consider selling our books back to book pricing. »•">,
„ ' ' *
the bookstore. Unfortunately, our The percentage of the j . , ,
.-r\
financial prowess is trumped
when we receive very little return book's origi\.
,- \ \ \
for the books we paid a pretty nal
cost
"• ^"'
penny for only four months ago.
we're given
In my past three years here, I when we
our
have often heard people squawk, sell
"What, only two dollars?!" before books back to the bookstore is
set by the local Barnes & Noble
keeling over to the floor in a dead
wholesaler.
Evil companies
faint. Alright, so they don't faint,
but the surprise is still there. It's aside, the process makes sense
(and is no doubt explained in your
hard to understand exactly how
$85 used Corporate Finance textthat Si50 biology textbook you
book). Mohammed Farooque,
had to buy to fulfill your science
requirement is suddenly worth manager of our beloved Trinity
only $10, despite its pristine con- bookstore explains, "Based on
dition. Some of us have gotten how many times the titles are
being hit, they decide whether
savvy and now sell our books on
Amazon.com, or try our luck with they are going to buy the book
the ConnPIRG book swap. But back for 20 percent, 30 percent or
still, where does the price differ- 50 percent of its original cost."
ence come from? I refuse to
Let's create an example.
believe that in four months some
Suppose you bought your Physics
sort of revelation has occurred
101 book for $85.00 at the start of

STEFANIE LOPEZBOY

the semester. At the end of the
semester, your Professor sends a
book order to Mohammed telling
him he will be using that same
book for Physics 101 next year
because he noticed that it made
physics even more confusing than
usual. In addition, other schools
buying from the same wholesaler
as our dear Camp Trin also want
that same edition of the same
Physics 101 book, because their
Physics Department likes to torture their students as
• -%
,
well. In this case,
, ', you'll most likely
\
get 50 percent of the
j
original purchase
_, 'JC~S
price
because
demand for that
title is high. The
wholesaler will be
able to resell it at a
slightly higher price, so they can,
agonizingly, give us a little more
money back than usual. And 50
percent of $85 ain't bad (I would
use part of it to buy a grammar
book. Yeah, right.)

tinues, "If there is no demand or
[the wholesaler] figures out that
the publisher is coming out with a
new edition, they would not want
to buy the book back." The publisher gets no profit when used
books are re-sold, so it behooves
them to generate new editions
often, which in turn drives up the
price of books. More corporate
evil.
The pricing of books is affected by more than just the rapid-fire
production of a new edition
whose sole change is to correct
the typo on page 85. There are
multiple overhead costs associated with providing us with books.
In order to get / libri (the five dollars I'd get from reselling my
Italian books wasn't worth the
effort) from the wholesaler, the
bookstore has to pay the wholesale price of the book, shipping
costs, and the excellent staff of
the bookstore for unpacking and
shelving the books.

out a loan just so we can do our
homework.
You wonder, is there any
hope? The answer is yes: yes
there is. Farooque explains, "I
need help from both students and
faculty members to keep costs
down." Professors have to get the
list of books they are using to
Mohammed by a certain date
before the close of the semester.
If they get the lists in on time (to
any professors reading this, we're
begging you), Mohammed can
alert the wholesaler about books
that are being re-used for courses,
which in turn raises the percentage of the cost we will be given
significantly.

As students, if we buy the
majority of our books from the
bookstore, we help keep costs
down because sending the leftover books back to the wholesaler
is less expensive if there are
fewer books.
Recently, Mohammed started
a
focus
group with several stuWhen a book is less than popdents to discuss not only the
ular (think math class ... there's a
issues of book prices, but also the
reason half of the freshmen have
However, if you're cursed
services provided by the bookto take remedial math), not only
with bad luck and your professor
does the bookstore have to pay store in general. His goal is to
decides to change the books for
have a better relationship with
next semester, you won't get as the shipping and payroll costs,
students and to gather a greater
much back for it (think 10 or 15 but also has to factor in a potenvariety of student opinion.
percent). This process is non- tial re-stocking fee in order to sell
Ultimately, Farooque says, "As a
the books back to the wholesaler.
negotiable. Trinity cannot haggle
bookstore, we are here to serve
Needless
to
say,
all
of
these
hidwith its wholesaler to get better
students." Now if only they
den
costs
add
up
and
we
lucky
percentages and be able to give
would sell cases of beer ...
students end up needing to take
you more money. Farooque con-

?• « A

Trinity College
Shipping, Packaging
&
Summer Storage

THE CRAMMING BEGINS.

,.'- • ? - .

We Can Store or Ship;
(. ninpaters, Stereos, Skis* Bicycles, Furniture* etc.

The UPS Store
Cuminj: ta The Eitoii/Jones Quad
Wild.* April 28 - Sat. \Irt\ I &
M»n. May 3 -Sat. Maj H
Rain: Wailier Campus Center
Hours: 10:00-4:3(1

•
•
•
•

' Awmilatote for' Purchase:
Boxes,Tap.e»Paster Tubes'
Domestic & International Shipping Services
Packaging M.ateriaJs & Packaging Service
Summer Storage
Locally Owned & Operated Business

Attention Seniors:
New Location on Monday. May 1
• Vcrnon Street -- Outside The

W.Hanfon).

41 Crossroads
W< Hartford, CTOGt 17
23J-W37
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so MQNey BABY
continued from page 1
Club's top three holding's are Cisco (not of
"The Thong Song" fame), IBM, and 3M. In
addition to these specific well-performing
holdings, there are 23 stocks and two mutual funds. Through simulation, the
students. are able to extract as
realistic an experience as
possible, exposing themselves to the trends and
habits of the financial
markets. Among
the clubs recent
acquisitions are
i s h a r es
Biotechnology
Index (a mutual
fund staited in
19 96 ) ,
Blockbuster and
Energizer.

Howe, a portfolio manager from Boston
who has been with Freedom Capital since
1986, to be an honorary speaker. The talk,
entitled "How to Value a Common Stock,"
held on Mar. 11, generated a significant
amount of interest among the Trinity community. The lecture was held at the Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity house, with over 30
students and faculty in attendance.
Howe covered important valuation methods and reviewed key financial ratios. He
spoke primarily on value investing, which
deals with undervalued companies that are
ripe for a turnaround.
Of its members, the club requires a certain amount of commitment. Members are
required to read the Wall Street Journal on
a daily basis, and to keep up with breaking
economic news and forecasts. Members
also must research equities within their
assigned sector, and present information
pertaining to their research at the
Through the use of valuation tools, the
Investment Club meeting held every week.
club assesses potential investments in order
One of the principal benefits of the
to make educated guesses upon the proper
Investment Club is the relationships that
stocks. The club uses Value Line and
can be developed.
Morningstar Reports, Web sites that rank
mutual funds based upon their risk-adjustEach club member is expected to mained performance and that allow the mem- tain contact with professional investment
bers to utilize their understanding of techmanagers, such as Howe and other Trinity
nical analysis through charts and relevant
Alumni. The Trinity College Investment
stock valuation tools, respectively. The
Club has a great deal to offer new memInvestment Club also uses MSN portfolio
bers. Besides the valuable experience that
management and internship opportunities
could be gained, there is a wonderful
to further the research process, and ensure
opportunity to forge new relationships with
sound investments.
other students and alumni already in the
financial sector of business.
The club recently invited Richard

NO 5UMMU? MO
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Miss Diamond is nice and relaxed from her weekend jaunt to
Tahiti and is more than ever ready to dispense her wondrous
psychic knowledge. She predicts that this week's weather will
be 80 degrees, sunny, and breezy. Oh no wait, that was the
tropical forecast. Trinity can expect rain, 40 degree weather that
feels like 20, and a harsh windchill. Ah, isn't Spring glorious
everyone? Whip out those galoshes.

AQ.UAO.IUS
20 - P£e>ft_UAft.y 18
-5ome people bloom With the speed of a
hungry fLoWer rapidly soaking up the rich
and fertile nutrients of a muddy clump of
pungent spring peat moss. (Others act as
stubborn buds, clenching their petals tight
until the Last frosty nip has faded from the •
air. This Week, explore the first option.
Lucky infUtabU object: a beach ball.

PISCES
- MAftcw 20
Your Week involves a Large quantity of
paint. Pisces. 6 t a r t With the fingernails,
then perhaps your face. If you're reaLLy
feeling creative, put on a show for dismaL
Library goers in the hottest place to be
seen on campus-, the painting studio. Word
has it that nudist painting is all the rage.
Lucky inflatabU object-. bellows

t~EO
D u t y 23 - A U G U S T 2 2

Leo, you best be shakin" your taiL feather
this Week, because it's mighty fine, and
deserves a celebratory shaking. In the
Library, on the Long Walk, or wherever
your Little heart desires, use your powers
to spin an aura of irresistible allure that
WitL drive countless others to distraction.
Lucky inflatabU object: balloons.

V/fA&O
A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E u t E f t . 22

Whoever invented Waxed dental floss had
the practicality and attention to detail
that will serve you Well this week. lv]ake
sure you scrape the gunk out of the
crevices of your life Without Leaving fibers
behind to irritate you this summer, tlere's,
to a minty fresh future, Virgo!
Lucky inflatabU object: an accordion.

continued Jiurn page H

only two triples and nine quads. Part of this give you and your roommate enougK space
dorm is also dedicated to wellness/sub- to ensure personal privacy and the continustance-free housing. However, even if that
ation of your life. The triples consist of one
isn't exactly what you had in mind, the . bedroom and a giant common room, so you
other quads offer four single rooms with a
can retreat from roommate messes and
fairly good-sized common room. You're drama if need be. It should also be noted
also right next to the LSC quad, perfect for that the kitchens feature pretty up-to-date
all your crazy pre-meds, and still close to equipment and a fridge big enough for a ...
Mather. This dorm may not be one of the punchbowl.
most desirable on campus, which means
Rating: Ten doubles with a B rating, fourthat during the housing lottery you may be teen triples with a B-, and two singles with
able to secure one of these quads even with
anA-.
a lower number.
Goodwin-Woodward
Rating: All rooms in this dorm are rated an
Location: On the quad, near Cinestudio.
A-.
Description: If you find yourself wanting
to lead the solitary life, this might be your
Anadama
best option yet. Besides having debatably
Location: In Siberia ... or Crescent St.:
the
best location on campus, the rooms in
they're virtually interchangeable.
Goodwin-Woodward are spacious and
Description: Right, so we all know that
Anadama has gotten a pretty bad rap over charming in the way that many of the
the years as most people don't like to wake rooms in this section of the campus are.
You can even play music from your room
up to the melodious sounds of the crack
and then go lounge out in the quad (weathtruck, but all things considered it's really
er, softball games, and senior streaking pernot that bad. Not only is there a parking lot
attached, but each room has its own bath- mitting). Goodwin is not in as high
demand, at least as our statistics show (and
room, and kitchen. For anyone who is
I mean statistics in a very loose sense of the
looking to go on an abbreviated meal plan,
word), as Cook, even though its doubles
this might be the perfect place for you. The
doubles'may be one room, but they are have a higher rating. Keep this in mind during the housing lottery, and you may
find yourself chillaxing in your very
own quadfront property.
Rating: 25 singles with an A rating, '
ten doubles with a B+.

Chuck Pratt

An Anadama common room is spacious.

So remember everybody, if Apr.
23rd rolls around and you haven't
been selected for theme housing
there is hope. And for some of them,
you might be able to live there even
if your housing number is higher
than a cheerleader's ponytail. (andthat was an incredibly bad metaphor
picked up from the Midwest).
Besides, anything's better than Little.

MAft.cH 2 1 - A P W L 19

The Jewish people are finaLly free from
ELgypt and matzah, starting tomorrow/.
Regardless of your religious persuasion
Aries, celebrate culinary emancipation
With LeaVened bread this Week. Let your
spirits rise Like dough, and dance a jig in
feather. Yeast, It's a beautiful thing.
Lucky Inflatable object lungs.

SEPTEMBER. 23 - OCTO&ER- 22

Peath. destruction

Lies

'betrayal.

Infamous ev'i Although you may find aLL of
these in any JjolLyWood movie traiUr, you
Will not find them in your future. No Libra,
your week wiLL be more E>oLLyWood. so get
ready for some outrageous singing and
dancing desert scenes.
Lucky inflatabU object: a kiddy pooL

TAUfUJS
A P P U < _ 20 - M A y 20

tio spring is finally springing, which means
that the days are getting Longer. You may
think more dayLight hours mean more productivity, but think again, Taurus.An exciting distraction in the form of romance
awaits you. and this time it just Won't wait
until after dark.
Lucky InflatabU object medicaL glove

GEMINI*
- OUNE 21

Your future looks to be analogous to a
hastily decorated t a s t e r egg. Scorpio.
Although the patterns may be Vibrant,
they're a bit drippy around the edges, ALs#
whiLe your Week may seem hoLLoW, a Little
yolk Lurks inside, ilandle your Week With
care, and it'LL turn out alright.
Lucky inflatabU object: a Ziploc bag.

SAGfTTAPJUS
- £>ECEMe>Eft- 2 1

CJemini, yaw astrological name means
You know what happens when you add an
"twins." This Week promises to reVeaL just
"e" onto the end of £>ag? You become a
why. from matching outfits, to identical t>age. Use this Little trick to find Wisdom
backgrounds, you'll find many people on when you need it. -f>oon, everyone and their
this campus bear an eerie resemblance to mother will be stopping you on the Way to
yon on so many levels. Would the world cLass to ask for your advice. Qve of this
reaLLy be better With more of you?
precious gift, wise one. Cj'ivel
Lucky InflatabU object: Life-sized doLL
Lucky inflaiabU object: the senior ego.

CANCEO.
O U W E 22 - OU(_y 2 2

Vo you still have frat-dirt encrusted to
the hems of your jeansP Is it clinging too
stubbornly, just refusing to budge? V|ake
sure you dean it gentLy, even if you feeL
that you're been spiLUd on from above one
too many times, for the upcoming exam
Week requires a clean mindset.
Lucky inflatabU object an air mattress

- OANUAft^ 19
This week is going to be tough Like the
beef jerky that's been lost under your bed
all semester. Take it in full stride,
Capricorn, and take a big bite, tvjaking the
most of what you have, even if it's dusty
and stale, Will pay off Later when your
luck WiLL finally take a moist turn.
Lucky inflatabU object: a car tire.
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lightly dusted with caviar and
kicked up nicely with chili vinaigrette. Oysters Rockefeller continue to be a customer favorite,
and steamed mussels can be
accompanied with your choice of
a garlicky white wine sauce or a
tangy marinara. More traditional
items, such as fried calamari and
New England clam chowder, are
admirable, but when the more
complex choices are so excellent,
it's a wise choice to opt for creativity over tradition. Likewise,
salads can be skipped, although
Max's chopped salad offers a nice
pairing of tangy Gorgonzola
cheese with sweet sherry vinaigrette.
The entrees best exhibit the
talent of Oyster Bar chefs. You
can always order a fish filet a la
carte, grilled to your liking, but
that's something that should be
reserved for a place where it's
^
.risky to order the more
intricate dishes. Here,
each dish pairs fish and
sides with a theme in
mind, and the outcome is
consistently harmonious
For instance, the yellowfin tuna adopts an
Asian flair with its sunflower crust and soy-ginger glaze. The sides, soba
noodles and baby bok choy, high-

T H E TRINITY TRIPOD
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Light the Asian influences and
thereby turn the tuna into a Far
East masterpiece. Sea bass blends
wild earthy flavors in its accompanying sweet pea sauce, as well
as the side of asparagus-wild
mushroom risotto. Through
entrees such as these, it is evident
that the chefs view each filet as a
blank slate; what they transform it
into is only limited by their imagination.
Specials abound each night,
and often are even more decadent
than the regular menu. One night,
a luxurious lobster special featured lobster in three forms:
broiled with a classic brown butter sauce, enveloped in paper-thin
ravioli, and pan-roasted with garlic mashed potatoes. Each dish
altered the lobster into a new flavor, yet its rich texture and flavor
never disappeared from any of
them.
I'd only recommend
non-seafood items if
you're allergic to or hate
seafood intensely. The
treatment of seafood here
is so unique that it warrants
at least an attempt at trying
any of the creative dishes.
Plus, the selection is limited
to beef or chicken, so the
establishment
strongly
encourages its clientele to
stick with seafood. And when

you're paying upwards of $20 for
each entree, you should invest in
what the kitchen prides itself on.
Desserts are the only portion
of the menu that aren't outstanding, though there's certainly nothing wrong with them. They're
typical of what one expects at an
upscale American restaurant:
molten chocolate cake, key lime
pie, and creme brulee. The chocolate cake is my top recommendation, perhaps because I prefer
chocolate to any other sweet.
However, the gooey chocolate
center paired with vanilla ice
cream is an unbeatable combination. You may find, though, that a
satisfied stomach leaves room
only for a nightcap. Oyster Bar
features a variety of scotches,
ports, and dessert wines to complete your meal.
Though the service' can be
spotty at times, especially as the
night winds down, the staff is
usually upbeat and knowledgeable of each oyster and seafood
special. It's yet another reason to
choose Oyster Bar as a splurge
for a tough academic year. It's
almost guaranteed that your parents will not only love it, but also
request it for next year's Parents'
Weekend.
Max's Oyster Bar is located in
West Hartford
Center
on
Fanning ton Ave.

A First-Year Seminar Investigates the Role of Athletes at College
Editor's Note: This article
was written collectively by the
entire Out of Uniform seminar.
Out of Uniform is a
Colloquium based on the First
Year Seminar -Exploring Sports
in Society. It is taught by
Professor, and Associate Athletic
Director Robiii Sheppard. The
interest in this topic was created
in response to William Bowen

mission of the institutions. The
findings that were presented in
these books have had a great
impact on how intercollegiate
athletes are viewed within their
respective academic and social
communities.
This divide that they believe
is threatening traditional values
has made our own New England
Small
College
Athletic

Our primaiy objective will be to reinforce positive norms and correct misperceptions.
and James Shulman's book The
Game of Life and Bowen and
Sarah Levin's follow-up book
Reclaiming the Game. Both
books were among the material
we studied in the fall.
For those unfamiliar with the
books, the authors accuse colleges and universities of focusing
too profoundly on sports, while
depicting athletes as under profile
in admissions procedures, who
often underachieve, once admitted. A few other conclusions that
reinforced the already negative
athletic stereotypes were: "the
academic standing of athletes,
relative to that of their classmates, had deteriorated markedly", a development of an "athletic
culture", and athletes tend to
"cluster in the same major areas,"
These books claim collegiate
athletics are moving in a direction
which threatens the academic
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Conference realize that we need
to tackle some of the same issues
as big time Division I athletic
programs.
Needless to say, the patterns
that these two books have shown
concerning college athletics are
startling and of great concern. At
the conclusion of our fall seminar,
we as a class decided that it was
important to us to see how much
of what was written actually pertains to Trinity. We met with
Sheila Dworkin, Trinity's Health
Specialist to discuss the methods
of social norming and we were
presented an in depth presentation
on Trinity students by Dr. Jay
Hughes, Assistant Director of
Institutional Research.
Our first year colloquium
class made up of both athletes and
non-athletes has set out to discover more up to date information on
our own. Our goal is to assess the

validity of the claims made in the
Game of Life and Reclaiming the
Game as they apply to Trinity
College using the available information provided by the athletic
department and through confidential surveying of current student
athletes. We will seek to produce
information which demonstrates a
more integrated athletic, academic, and social climate on campus.
Our primary objective will be to
reinforce positive norms and correct misperceptions. Our group
believes that while the primary
reason for attending college is to
gain an education, athletics play •
an integral role in that educational process and teaches invaluable
lessons that cannot be experienced in the classroom.
We will be posting data in the
form of social norming statements around campus, as well as
in the Tripod and the Daily Jolt.
Make sure to keep your eyes and
mind open as you make your own
decision.
Out of Uniform Seminar:
John Barber '07 •
Maggie Rivara '07
Carlos Baz '07
Ed Sweeney '07
Erin Daly '07
Deanna Tito '07
Andrew Fink '07
John "vanderStricht- '07
Amy Joyce '07
Theresa West '07
Tim Kiely '07
Aleesha Young '07

Man on a Hot Tin Roof
As AT walked back from Vernon St. on Saturday
night, AT noticed an individual standing on the
roof of a campus building. AT realizes that certain students enjoy sunbathing on the roofs of
dorms, however this incident took place in the
middle of the night and in freezing weather. AT
would also like to remind everyone that it is not
very nice to yell at other people while standing
on said roof as people (not AT of course) are
sometimes afraid of ghosts and might have a
panic attack. Thank you.
War Tactics
AT would like to call attention to the various
games of DassassinD that have been spotted
across campus. Although this may be a fun way
to bond with your dormmates while under the
pretense of killing them, it is important to
remember that people not playing the game
generally donDt like to get hit with water guns.
Especially in the eyes. AT requests also that
while running after your target on the Long
Walk, try to aim for him/her and not just anyone
who happens to be walking to class.
Shake Your Groove Thang
Did you know that Soul Train was holding auditions at Trinity? Neither did AT, but it turns out
that they werenDt anyway. However, props to a
couple of girls who didnDt seem to get that
memo and were grinding with each other for all
that they were worth. AT managed to catch
them at a few different locations, and each one
seemed to be even more ridiculous than the last.
Next weekend AT will bring a video camera and
send the tape in to Star Search. But not really
because AT doesnDt think that anyone would
ever want to see that again.
ItDs Oh-So-Quiet
As AT was sitting down to a luxurious meal at
the Cave Cafe fine dining establishment, something stopped AT before AT took a bite. In ATDs
salad, along with chopped tomatoes and vinegarette; was a wood chip. And when AT says
Dwood chipD AT is referring to something resembling a large log. AT is not sure if this is a new
trend in food fads, but even the large source of
fiber is not enough to make AT ever eat salad
again. And girls, there are better and more
healthy alternatives to get your carbs without
sacrificing flavor.
Happy 11th of April!
AT was socializing with some friends in the wee
hours of the morning when AT was ungracefully
startled out of ATDs chair due to a loud noise.
ATDs first thought was that someone had been
shot and then realized that AT was in Hartford
and that never happens here. Fortunately, it
proved to be only a firework set off by some students getting.a head start on Fourth of July festivities.
Rampaging Tripod?
In the wee hours of Tuesday morning a partially
deranged Tripod editor was seen around campus
with a croquet mallet. AT realizes that putting
together the Tripod can make anyone crazy and
hopes that said editor feels better soon.

April 23-25,2004

Cost to Trinity College: $151,500

Cost to Trinity students: $ 10!
For a complete listing of events log on to:

http://internet2.trincoll.edu/trinexchange/
* NOT inclusive of all expenditures associated with Spring Weekend Events
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Method Man Satisfies Despite Poor Sound Equipment
MELISSA KOTULSKI
ONLINE

EDITOR

Shortly after midnight on Sunday, Apr.
10, , Method Man graced the stage at
Webster Theater. Touring to promote Tical
0: the Prequel, his first solo album since
Tical 2000: Judgement Day, Method Man,
a.k.a. Johnny Blaze, came deep, with about
30 people and a huge tour bus plastered
with the picture of his new album that
hailed "Meth for President 2004." Once he
graced the stage, the crowd instantly forgot
the angst they felt toward the seven-band
lineup that preceded Method. He easily lit
up the stage and the audience and, of
course a couple blunts thrown onto stage
from his lyric abiding fans.
He was quite playful with the audience,
when they threw cigars filled with weed
and he smoked them, and with a smile he
retaliated when they threw water at him.
The trust that Method Man has for his fans
is phenomenal, and the caring that is exhibited by them is just as noteworthy. At one
point, this rap legend flipped into his audience and enjoyed a moment or two of body
surfing.
The downside of Method Man's performance came from the sound equipment
at the Webster Theater. The speakers fumbled with the, base of the music, which is
obviously not what he had in mind when he
wrote the lyrics "I think my mic's on the
fritz." Although he left the stage after 45
minutes, he kept it real by returning to sign

Melissa Kotulski

Method Man grabs attention of all.
posters and CDs and to take photos with his
fans.
While the performer was perturbed, the
sound problem did not bother many of the
fans. They like the Webster Theater: One
woman from. Waterbury stated, "The
Webster is the best venue in town for concerts. It has a real personal feel." Many of
the fans walked up to the bus afterwards,
professing that Method was always welcome in their house.

F/s// a Flop
Film Leaves Trinity Student Unsatisfied and Disappointed
EVAN MORRIS
ARTS WRITER
Perhaps the one thing Move more than
movies is talking about movies. Now, I do
not mean casual banter about current
releases and Hollywood romance. I mean
bitter, contentious, loud debates in which

Scissorhands. I have often thought of him
in the rarest of categories: a good director
who makes bad movies. But one can only
make so many flops before all faith in him
as a filmmaker is lost. After seeing
Burton's latest movie, Big Fish, which
comes to Cinestudio this weekend, I have
decided he is a hopeless case.

Melissa Kotulski

Method Man stands with confidence.
Beginning at 8 p.m., the lineup prior to
Method Man was quite lacking in organization and continuity. The talent ranged
from poor to excellent, and Gigi Taylor
from 104.1 FM was inconsistent in her
introductions. While she made an attempt
to get the audience hyped up, her radio
station truly failed when they did not
properly and consistently introduce the
no-names and up-and-coming acts. The
group from Rhode Island, H20, evoked
the most pre-Method energy from the
crowd because their music has obvious
Wu Tang Clan influences, which is most
heard in the 14th track of their album
"Punch-in Da Clock." After six acts,
MIMs walked onto stage at 11 p.m. to an
audience tired of mediocre and unfamiliar
talent. This group did not have a chance
to prove whether or not their single, "I did
you wrong" was worthy of the Hartford
scene,; which showed they were ready for
Method by booing MIMs off the stage
after half a song.
As one might imagine, no introductions were needed for the "one and only
Method Man." As soon as he said, "Test"
into the mic, all those in the audience
began cheering with more vim than they
had the entire night. Only singing one
song from his new album, he performed
the classics of his older music, like
"M.E.T.H.O.P. MAN," "Bring da Pain,"
arid "You're All that I Need." Through
this performance, Method Man continued
to prove that he's worthy of his place in
the mainstream hip hop scene over the
past ten years. Let's hope the same energy will occur when his new album comes
out on May 18.

www.google.com

Advertisement for Burton's Big Fish.
actors' names are hurtled like rocks from a
catapult, foreign films are stacked like a
barricade and the mere mention of a Fight
Club or a Memento is sure to incite a feeding frenzy from which no man may escape
with his dignity intact.
In my short time as a movie lover, I
have spent a great deal of time in these
heated debates defending filmmakers.
One of my hardest cases has been Tim
Burton, the director of Batman and Edward

Big Fisk is nowhere near the unremitting disaster that was Burtoh's remake of
Planet of the Apes, which matches in intensity the unsettling irritation and distress of
spending two hours in front of a monkey
hurtling feces at you, but it still falls short
of success. It is the story of Will Bloom
(Billy Crudup) who visits his estranged
father Ed on his deathbed, hoping to detansee BURTON on page 18

Blood Wedding
Apr. 15 - Apr. 17 at 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
This riveting drama is inspired by the true story of an Andalusian woman who
abandoned her husband-to-be on their wedding day to run off to Spain's rural mountains with her former sweetheart. This gripping tale of passion, fate and the consequences of desire is updated and transported to war-weary Afghanistan, where the
nation struggles to recover from decades of droughts, earthquakes and war. Written
by the revered Spanish poet and playwright Federico Garcia Lorca in 1932, Lorca's
appeal to the public threatened fascist army general Francisco Franco, whose
Nationalist thugs shot him in 1936 at the start of the Spanish Civil War.
Directed by Zishan Ugurlu, the artistic director of Actors Without Borders
International Theatre of New York and the newest member of Trinity's Theater and
Dance faculty. Composer David Yih created a new world music piece for Blood
Wedding including Javanese rabab, sruti, Indian flutes, bouzouki, dumbek, frame
drum, clarinet and glasses that will be performed live.
This student cast features Seth Abramson, Lauren Bland, Allison Carhart, Peter
Chansky, Hanna Ghaleb, Alex Gould, Jill Hockett, Ellen Kaye Dan Kelleher, Sandra
Lawson, Anne-Louise Marquis, Saveeta Andrea Persaud, Jessie Richardson, Michael
Stier, Lawrence Tooth and Emily Tucker.
Inter arts: Kaleidoscope
Apr. 22 at 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19,3rd Floor
Talented students in their second year of studies in Trinity's InterArts program
present a multi-disciplinary evening of poetry, music and theater.
Chamber Music Ensembles And Private Lessons Recital
Apr. 24 at 3 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
Enjoy an afternoon of music performed by student instrumentalists and vocalists
enrolled in the Music Department's Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons programs.

www.gbogle.com

Method Man surrounded by his friends.

austinarts.org
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TH€ UNICORNS L€AY€ STUD6NT DISAPPOINTCD
GREG POLIN
ARTS EDITOR
This past Saturday I found myself in my
brother's car headed off to Northampton. It
was late in the afternoon, but still bright as
the sun was at a surprisingly early stage in
its general wane towards the horizon. This
lent us a feeling of hopefulness. It let us
believe (deceptively) that The Unicorns
were going to put on a good show at the
Pearl Street Nightclub. Nonetheless, we
cracked the windows, turned up the volume
on The Unicorns playing off of a latemodel ipod (30-gig. version), and zoomed
on. It was only about 7 p.m. when we
arrived. The concert didn't start until 8:30
p.m.; tMs gave us an exceptional amount of
time to park. Luckily, however, it only
took us about 20 minutes to find a spot.
We decided to get some food before the
show. After much debate, it was decided
that Italian would be most favorable to all
of the parties involved. After a short wait
we were seated and served an absurd
amount of average tasting food which we
ate liberally, and by liberally I mean all of.
Nonetheless, after a number of trips to the
bathroom we were off to the concert venue.
Now Pearl Street has two separate concert
areas.

"Yes, yes I am."
"Can I see some ID?" So I pulled out my
New Jersey driver's license and gave it to
him. Now, certainly New Jersey doesn't
make the single greatest license in the
country. It's just a laminated piece of
paper. Furthermore, mine was sloppily
laminated, so it was cut into more of a
rhombus then a rectangle. Nonetheless, it
is my only real form of identification.

www.unicorns.net

The Unicorns perform.

Therefore, his comment after presenting
my ID kind of pissed me off:
"Oh. New Jersey this time of year, huh?"
"Whatever you say man, as long as you
For the bands with a larger draw, the
stamp my f*#% @! hand." He stamped my
concert is held in the ballroom, above
ground. The Unicorns, however, were set fist rather harshly, causing me to hold it in
up in the basement. We picked up our 10- momentary agony once I had walked away.
Then, examining the stamp that would
dollar will-call tickets and proceeded down
allow me to drink alcohol, I was further put
stairs where they ripped our tickets, very
thoroughly frisked us, and asked us if we off by its style. It engraved "I [heart]
cheerleaders" on the back of my hand, and
were planning to drink:
included a hideously deformed caricature
"Are you planning on drinking tonight
of a cheerleader doing a split while holding
kid?"

pom-poms. Anyway, being the mature
individual that I am, I decided put the entire
affair behind me and enter the show.
We caught the last song the first of three
bands to play (the only one we care about,
The Unicorns, going on last). It was average, but enjoyable. What really bothered
me about this band. Arcade Fire, is that
they sounded like a drum, and guitar duo,
when in truth they were a guitar, drum,
bass, and violin. A band with that many
musicians should be delivering a wall of
awesome sound, and these guys did not.
Furthermore, any band with an electric violin should feature the violinist instead of
pushing said individual off to the side of
the stage.
Anyway, they finished and began packing up their equipment for the change over
to band number two. During this time I
took in the atmosphere. It was annoyingly
dark. There was a great deal of smoke (with
no evident ventilation system), the carpet
that lined the floor smelled like a#@, the
stage was awkwardly positioned in a corner, and there were two large poles going
through the middle of the space, abstracting any possible view of the low standing
stage.
So I decided to bide my time buying a
Unicorns t-shirt. I went up to the counter
and asked for a shirt. I had also already
noticed that shirts were 15 dollars. That's
five dollars more than it cost to see all three
bands play. The girl at the counter seemed
surprisingly vexed by my question so I
repeated it to her:
"Can I get a Unicorns t-shirt?"
"Yeah, but we only have extra-small and
extra-large sizes left. Is that okay?"

"No."
"Really?"
"Yes.
Thank you anyway." And I
returned to my spot on the carpet to await
the next band Chromeo. Unfortunately,
they were one of the worst; bands I have
ever seen in my life. Imagine 80's craprap-pop was combined with two white guys
and modern technology, and was then
tossed in a van and sent 10 years into the
future. That's Chromeo. Their only lyrics
were, "'Yeah, we're Chromeo," and the
occasional, "We're the sexiest band you've
ever seen." Luckily for us they only had
about a half-hour set.
After another transition that moment I
had been waiting for was finally going to
occur. The Unicorns were going to play.
The three guys got up on stage, said a few
words, and then began their set. They were
off key, off tempo, and generally sounded
terrible. After four or five songs we left
and drove home. I hate the Unicorns.

www.unicorns.net

Cartoon for The Unicorns.

Did You Know?

Trinity Students Make
Healthy Choices

Did You Know That In A
Recent Survey Of College
Students, 42% Reported
That They Wanted To Use
A Condom During Sex But
Didn't Have One Available?
Be Responsible And Be
Prepared.
For More Info: Contact TCHC

Trinity College
Health Center

F 0(]R

(860)297-2018

TlfiE
Most Trinity Students
Drink 5 Or Fewer Drinks
Per Week.

HOURS OF OPERATION
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Suaday: Closed
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COMPeilTION DISPLAYS
T A U N T OF STUDENTS
The Family to Open for Eve6 Spring Weekend
continued from page 1
on instruments including both
acoustic and electric guitar and
drums. The members of the band
include Trinity students Will
Roble '05, Luca Del Puppo '06,
Nate Thompson '07 as well as
Antonio Alcorn and Ben Tress,
both of whom attend schools outside of Trinity. The Family was

members seemed to enjoy the
sounds created by this talented
group.
The next act to perform was
Joe Scala 05 and Sandra Lawson
'06. Scala played acoustic guitar
as Lawson sang an array of songs.
Her unique voice was pleasing to
all. Though often quiet and difficult to hear, Lawson proved to the

Chuck Pratt
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Burtott Fa/7B Once
continued from page 16
gle the tall tales he was told growing up and discover his father's
true identity.
Ed Bloom is played in the
present by Albert Finney and in
the past via flashbacks by Ewan
McGregor. It is unfortunate that
the main narrative can not be as
dynamic as the adventures portrayed in the flashbacks; it is surprisingly slow and monotonous.
What makes the lifelessness of
the story even worse is Burton's
obvious impatience with it and
his desire to cut away to more
lively surroundings — this is
where the movie really shines.
Ed's flashbacks are filled with
bizarre places and colorful characters to spare.
Some of the most memorable
include a witch (Helena BonhamCarter) who reveals the future in
her glass eye, an enigmatic ringmaster (Danny DeVito) and a
misunderstood giant (Matthew
McGrory). Burton has a great

Hope Roth '04 and Matty Williams '05 make for a talented duo.
accompanied by the rapping talent of three Trinity students who
added character and energy to the
already lively performance of The
Family. As winners of the competition, The Family receives the

Trinity community that she is a
talented singer. Scala's skill on
the guitar was well worth the
recognition and applause he
received.
The final performance of

... who added character and energy to
the already lively performance of The
Family.

www.usatoday com

A moving scene in Big Fish.
same Spring Weekend Prize
Package of Gravel, as well as
$250 cash and the privilege of
opening for Eve6.
Joe Wahl '04 was the follow
up act to The Family. Put in a difficult position to follow such a
talented act, Wahl definitely displayed the great talent he has. He
played music similar to that of
Dave Matthews. He wrote all
songs he played, playing, each
with the same heart and motivation that he puts into every performance he does on campus.
Wanl's energetic performance
led in to a performance by The
Whaler's. The Whaler's consist
of students Andrew Grosyenor
'05, Richard Lawrence '04, Pete
Casselman, Brian Volk '05. The
music they played was reminiscent of that played at a Phish concert. The atmosphere they created, was extremely different from
that created by The Family, the
only other band to play, but also
veiy satisfactory in the opinion of
audience members. Audience

Trinity Live was that of Ryan
Brodeur '05. Ryan entered the
Washington Room, having just
finished a performance in the
Underground Coffee House.
However, this did not stop him
from putting on a great performance as he played songs by such
bands as Guster. He was the only
performer to make jokes throughout his performance, a characteristic of his that audience members
seemed to enjoy. In the end, Ryan
finished the performance in second place, not a bad finish for the
only performer to not use all the
time granted him by the judges.
His prize package includes a certificate to a guitar center, as well
as the Spring Weekend Prize
Package.
Overall, Trinity Live was very
successful and worthwhile to
bring back to campus, the event
was well organized and run by
Cote. Students seem very excited
at the outcome of the competition
and at the idea of The Family
opening for Eve6.

Chuck Pratt

Nate Grave! '07 plays with enthusiasm and energy.
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Burton directs Big Fish.
imagination and he treats his
audience to some truly special
images, some scary, some outlandish, some touching.
Still, however
fantastic
Burton's visuals are, his obsession with them is a mistake. A
director caring more about digital
effects than his characters is a
recipe for disaster, as George
Lucas proved in his Star Wars
prequels. The result is a pretty
but hollow movie.
That being said, Big Fish has
its moments. There is one scene
at its end that almost made me
give it a positive review. It
echoes the finale of Federico
Fellini's 8 1/2 and is so tender and
charming that it simultaneously
moves you for its grace and beauty and angers you for being what
the entire movie shpuld have
been.
Perhaps my disappointment
with Big Fish is intensified by the
fact that I hoped it to be Burton's

masterpiece, the movie in which
he finally merged his visual flair
with an understanding of the
human condition.
But it is now clear to me that
Burton will never achieve what
Steven Spielberg and most
recently M. Night Shyamalan

wwvv.rnoviecitynews.com

An interesting cinematic shot.
have done: unite seamlessly special effects and character development. Burton will continue to
make mediocre movies, bright
and naive but ultimately forgettable.

To Be And to Have (Etre Et Avoir) Apr. 11-15
7:30 p.m., Apr. 11 also at 2:30 p.m.
If you had a teacher who changed your life, or inspired a love of learning in your child,
invite them to see a film that celebrates the art of teaching. Director Nicolas Philibert spent
nearly a year and shot 600 hours of film in the classroom of George Lopez, teacher in a
one-room schoolhouse In the rural French town of St. Etienne-sur-Usson. As Lopez
listens, encourages, breaks up fights, explains and directs, we can virtually watch as the
children's minds and hearts open to the world around them. Academy Award" Nominee,
Best Documentary film.
Big Fish Apr. 16 - 17
9:55 p.m.
The story revolves around a dying father and his son, who is trying to learn more
about his dad by piecing together the stories he has gathered over the years. The son
winds up re-creating his father's elusive life in a series of legends and myths inspired
by the few facts he knows. Through these tales, the son begins to understand his
father's great feats and his great failings.
The Battle of Algiers Apr. 16 - 22
7:30 p.m.
A film commissioned by the Algerian government that shows the Algerian revolution from both sides. The French foreign legion has left Vietnam in defeat and has
something to prove. The Algerians are seeking independence. The two clash. The torture used by the French is contrasted with the Algerian's use of bombs in soda shops.
A look at war as a nasty thing that harms and sullies everyone who participates in it.
Mystic River Apr. 23 - 24
7:30 p.m.
Childhood friends Jimmy Marcus (Penn), Sean Devine (Bacon) and Dave Boyle
(Robbins) reunite following the death of Jimmy's oldest daughter, Katie (Rossum).
Sean's a police detective on the case, gathering difficult and disturbing evidence; he's
also tasked with handling Jimmy's rage and need for retribution.
The Fog of War Apr. 26 - 27
2:30 p.m.
Documentary about Robert McNamara, Secretary of Defense in the Kennedy and
Johnson Administrations, who subsequently became president of the World Bank.
The documentary will combine an interview with Mr. McNamara discussing some of
the tragedies and glories of the 20th Century, archival footage, documents, and an
original score by Philip Glass.
Girl With a Pearl Earring Apr. 28 - 30 May 1
7:30 p.m. May 1 also at 2:30 p.m.
Griet (Johansson) is a peasant girl who is forced to work as a maid in the home
of the painter Johannes Vermeer (Firth). She eventually becomes the model for what
becomes one of his most famous works. Based on Tracy Chevalier's novel.
The Dreamers Apr. 30 - May 1
9:35 p.m.
The tumultuous political landscape of Paris in 1968 serves as the backdrop for a tale
about three young cineastes who are drawn together through their passion for film.
Matthew, an American exchange student, pursuing his education abroad in Paris, becomes
friends with a French brother and sister duo, named Theo and Isabelle, who share a common love of the cinema. While the May 1968 Paris student riots-which eventually shut
down most of the government-are happening around them, the three friends develop a
relationship unlike anything Matthew has ever experienced, or will ever encounter again.
cinestudio.org
descriptions available at imdb.com
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The Grand Illusion a True Masterpiece
NICK CALLAHAN
ARTS WRITER
This year's French Film
Festival at Trinity's very own
Cinestudio contained many great

er- of- war camp. There they meet
up with many new characters,
including Rosenthal (Marcel
Dalio), a wealthy banker. The rest
of the first act is devoted to showing these three characters in the

www.televisionpersonalities.com

Prisoners dress feminine soldier in woman's clothing.
films including Abel Gance's
masterpiece Napoleon (1927) and
Night and Fog (Resnais - 1955)
but the centerpiece of the festival
was Jean Renoir's The Grand
Illusion (1937).
The Grand Illusion is the
story of three French World Wai' I
prisoners of war. Early in the
movie we are introduced to two
of the main characters, Lt.
Marechal (Jean Garbin), a common mechanic, and Capt. de
Boieldieu (Pierre Fresnay), an
aristocratic officer.
On a routine surveillance mission they are shot down by the
Germans and end up in ajjrison-

camp and their attempts to
escape.
The first act of The Grand
Illusion has often been imitated.
There is a scene • in the Great
Escape (Sturges - 1963), where
the prisoners attempt to build a
tunnel and this scene is taken
almost shot for shot out of The
Grand Illusion. Also the use of
the French National Anthem as an
act of defiance against German
occupiers in Casablanca (Curtiz
- 1942) was directly inspired by
this film.
In the second act, Rosenthal,
Lt. Marechal, and Capt. De
Boieldieu are transferred to a new

prison because of their many
attempts at escape. There they
find Capt. von Rauffenstein
(Erich von Stroheim) who is a
member of the German aristocracy, at the helm of the camp. He is
a pilot who originally shoots
down Lt. Marechal, and Capt. De
Boieldieu.
The Grand Illusion is considered by many film scholars to be
the first prison escape movie but
Renoir was too brilliant of a filmmaker to make a movie that was
one sided. It is not just the story
of the prisoners attempting to
escape prison; it is the story of the
class struggles and relationships.
This is especially evident in the
relationship
between
Lt.
Marechal and Capt. De Boieldieu
as well as in the interplay
between
Rauffenstien
and
Boildieu.
These two officers should be
enemies but they find a link to
each other in their aristocratic
past. Their courteous and respectful interplay is something that has
been lost in the new generation.
Renoir was attempting to use the
prisoner of war camp as a micro
chasm to explore these differences in class relations.
One of the strongest parts of
this movie is the actors' performances. Von Stroheim gives a performance that is worthy of any
and all accolades. His touching
performance as Capt. von
Rauffenstien is incredible, unlike

Grad School
Win multimedia
Enter Kaplan's Grad School Giveaway
for a chance to win a free 42" Son/ Plasma
TV, Sony0 DVD Dream8 System, or MP3 player.

Visit kaptestcom/gtveaway to enter today!

iiili

1-SOt-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/giveaway

many of the actors of today he
was able to show his character as
a human, with real feeling and
emotions. In many of today's performances the director of a prison
er-of-war camp would be very
one-dimensional showing only
his evil side.
While the acting is very
strong, it is impossible to forget
about Jean Renoir's contribution
to the film. Renoir is one of the
finest directors who ever lived
and this film may be his greatest
directing effort. In one scene in
particular, the prisoners obtain a
shipment of women's clothing,
something that they have not seen
for years.
They dress a feminine soldier
in clothing and suddenly the room
goes completely quiet, the camera
pans across the room, showing
the faces of the student prisoners,
the shot is composed and shot

perfectly, showing only what is
necessary.
Watching this movie is like
watching a great painting and
after watching it, it is apparent
that Jean Renoir got the art gene
from his father, the Impressionist
masterpiece
Pierre Auguste
Renoir. Aside from directing,
Renoir also wrote the film, which
is sharp and potent.
The Grand Illusion is one of
the greatest films ever made.
Cinestudio has hit the mark again;
last year it was with Renoir's
other masterpiece The Rules of
the Game, and this year with The
Grand Illusion.
This is a film that is not to be
missed but if you failed to see this
masterpiece at Cinestudio, I
would highly recommend that
you check out this film on DVD.
The video copy is available at the
Trinity library.

Advertisment for The Grand Illusion,

Same veritas.
More lux.
And now,
more courses.
•Over 120 Yaie courses for foil college credit
•Two five-week intensive sessions .
* Study abroad, creative writing, drama, filmmaking
• English Language Institute
May 31-July 2 | July 5 - August 6
i and application requirements.

e-mail;

BMis@yale.edu

Test Prep and Admissions
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia and Canada
(excluding the Province of Quebec) and students residing ON A STUDENT VISA in these eligible jurisdictions who are eighteen IIS) years of
age or older as of March 15 2004 LIMIT: One entry per person,.* entries must be received or postmarked by June 15,2004. For additional
eligibility restrictions and Instructions to enter, see the complete Official Rules, available at Kaplan centers and on-campus sites in the U.S.
and Csnass online at naptest.com/gteW8y, w Dy sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to "Grad School" Giveaway, 1440 Broadway,
8* Floor Hew York NY 10018. Thirteen (13) winners will be selected from ail eligible entries received In a random drawing to be Held on
or about Aifflust 9 2004. Odds of winning depend on total number of eligible entries received, Participation In tills promotion constitutes
entrant's full and unconditional agreement to and acceptance of the complete Official Rules. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED, TAXED OR
OTHERWISE RESTRICTED. If you do not wish to receive notice of future Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions promotions, contact us at Kaplan
Test Prep and Admissions, Marketing Department, 1440 Broadway, 8» Boor, New York, NY 10018.
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Apr.
15
Brand New, Piebald, \

Apr.
16
Joe Bonamassa

/
'
«

Denali
Doors @ 7:30 p.m.

e

Kathy Thompson Band,
•
brought, A.D.D., Cosmos
•
Doors @ 7 p.m.
«

e

*

The '

8
e

© •
@—«®

\

8

Apr.

8

@

Apr.
19

\

Throne, The Berlin
Project, Steel Train,
Conceiting T h e

Victory, Dexter
®e Danger, Ateriavia

Apr.
\
18
* Breaking Benjamin •
« Downward Limit, Looks

\
*

•
Reel Big Fish
•
• Lucky Boy Confusions
*s Suburban Legends »*

West
8

Doors @ 7 p.m. 8
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Second Flowering: An Anthropologist Digs for
\
Insight
Jane Nadel-Klein, Professor of Anthropology
Sponsored by the Faculty Research Committee
After spending a quarter century doing anthropology along
the Scottish seacoast, Nadel-Klein finds herself confronting
her own personal and professional maturity in a new ethnographic but personally familiar field, the world of middleclass, middle-aged American gardeners. While one might
think of gardening as a solitary activity, modern North
American gardeners are engaged in a profoundly social
experience. Gardening links people in both space and time
and engages hierarchically constructed traditions and templates. Gardeners cultivate enduring social networks as well
as specialized cultural knowledge. They join local clubs and
national associations; read the works of famous gardeners
and flock to exhibitions. They consume products that are
skillfully marketed through appeals to shared standards of
beauty and competition. To understand how the contemporary world of gardening is produced, she has begun a new
project on the anthropology of gardening. I have begun to
investigate aesthetic values, the context of social class and
ethnicity, and the division of private from public space. The
talk is based upon participant observation in a variety of
horticultural settings, as well as on the scrutiny of garden
writing and imagery in magazines and catalogs. In carrying
out this project, I must frequently remind myself of my position as ethnographer, as my gardening "self" threatens to
take over.
4 p.m., Apr. 14, Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall
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The Mark Twain Museum
Center will be honored at an
event for their creation of the
first "green" museum in the
country. The new museum
center was constructed •with
many features such as geothermal wells, low impact lighting
and a closed-loop cooling water
syste'm - that make the
building work in concert with
the environment.

12:15 p.vtv.

Apn. 16
4-p.wi/. A Memorial/Service/for
Vrofewyr of History
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Classifieds

David Finckel and
Wu Han

David Finckel and Wu Han have emerged as
one of the most popular cello-piano duos in
the world. With praise from the press and
their audiences, their success has placed
them in the top rank of international musicians. David Finckel is best known as the cellist for the Emerson String Quartet, the Hartt
School's resident quartet for more than 20
years. The couple first met at the Hartt
School, where Wu Han, whose fiery and
exhilarating performance style has won her
fans all over the world, was a student. She
entered the Emerson String Quartet
Competition - the first year of the competition
- with the Schumann Quintet. Wu Han won
both the competition and the admiration of
Finckel. Now, more than 20 years later, their
repertoire spans the entire literature for cello
and piano, with an equal emphasis on the
classics and contemporary music. Their
recitals now feature a growing number of
works written specifically for them.
\

7:30 p.m. Apr. 15

/"

5:JO p.m., Monday, Apr. 19
S^ Mark Twain Home _s

Florida only $69 one
way all taxes included. Europe $169 one
way. Other worldwide
destinations
cheap. Book on-line
www.airtech.com or
(212) 219-7000.

Part-time jobs/
Hartford Civic
Center: Cashiers
and
vendors
wanted. $9/HR.
CALL
CHAD
413-883-3479

Spring Break 2004- Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring on campus reps. Call
for
group
discounts.
Information/reservationsl -800648-4849or www.ststravel.com,

A "Reality" Spring
Break-2004's
Hottest
Prices
Book
Now...Free
Trips, Meals &
Parties! www.sunsplashtours.com or

1-800-426-7710

Spring Break '04 with
StudentCity.com and
Maxim magazine! Get
hooked up with Free
Trips,
Cash, VIP
Status, as a Campus
Rep! Choose from 15
of the hottest destinations. Book early for

Spring break: Nassau/ FREE MEALS, FREE
Paradise Island, Cancun, DRINKS, and 150%
Prices
Jamaica, and Acapulco Lowest
Guarantee!
To
reserve
from $489. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties, and online or view our
More!
Organize small Photo Gallery, visit
groups-earn FREE TRIPS www.studentcity.com
plus commissions! Call 1- or call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK.
800-GET-SUN-l!

Students, Faculty: AdveHise in Classifieds. Looking for babysitters or someone to plant
your garden? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our expanded classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
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Streak Going

SPORTS WRITER
Trinity men's lacrosse
fell short, 7-5, to the Colby
College White Mules, who
are ranked eighth in New
England, in a highly competitive and intense game,
Saturday, Apr. 10, up in
Waterville, Maine. The
Bantams themselves are
ranked number nine in New
England, but have suffered
two straight losses.
At the end of the first
quarter, the game was still
scoreless. On both sides of
the.field, the defenses of
each team were working
extremely hard and preventing any goals from
being scored.
"Our offense was a little lacking in the first quarter, said senior captain
James skiff. "But our
defense played very well."
The White Mules took
the energy that was built up
in that first quarter and let it
out in a successful second
quarter. They scored three
goals on the Trinity defense
and again prevented the
Bantams from scoring. The
Mules were lead by senior
Joshua Cleaver who scored
an unassisted goal in the
middle of the action. In
this same period, he had
two assists to help his team

Chuck Pratt

Chad Burdette '06 sets up for a dodge.
to a 3-0 lead at halftime.
After an energetic halftime talk, the Bantams
entered the third quarter
confident and ready to get
back into the game.
However, Trinity couldn't
shake their first half struggles, allowing three more
goals and not scoring any
themselves.
Cleaver
repeated Ms second quarter
performance with one
unassisted goal and two
assists - giving Colby a
comfortable 6-0 lead.
"We had a lot of opportunities that we didn't convert on in that time and that
really hurt us in the end,"
said Skiff.
The Bantams waited
until the final 15 minutes of

the game to step up their
play and put some balls in
the net, They were able to
shut down Cleaver, who
had been dominating most
of the game for Colby.
Wells Winfrey '05 scored
the first goal for Trinity and
got the ball rolling.
Sophomore Chad Burdette
scored a goal and had one
assist in the quarter, while
Skiff and Coly Smith '06
each put one in the net as
well. Suddenly the game
became interesting, as the
Bantams were only down
6-4. Dan Schupack scored
Colby's only goal of the
quarter, but it was enough
to hold onto the lead and
win the game.
Peter
Mclntire '06 also scored

for Trinity, giving the
Bantams five goals in a
matter of 15 minutes.
The Bantams' run startcontinued from page 24
NESCAC Championships.
ed too late and couldn't
and is playing with a lot of
The Bants play at
make up the ground they •confidence right now. We Amherst today at 3 p.m.
had given up. They did,
have a few big challenges and then have their last
however, allow the game to
coming up, but if we play
home match against MIT
become interesting and
well, we are able to com- this Thursday at 3:30 p.m.
made the victory for the
pete with anyone."
The team's last match of
Mules a little less certain.
With only three match- the regular season is
Trinity took a total of 28 es left in the regular season,
against NESCAC rival
shots in the game to
the team is optimistic about Williams this Saturday at 1
Colby's 26.
its seeding for post-season p.m., and will likely deterWith the loss, the
play. With three big chal- mine the top seeding for the
Bantams dropped to 4-4 lenges left, if the Bants can Championships. With the
team hitting its stride,
overall
and . 2-3 in
continue to win, they will
NESCAC play.
Colby
be ready to go for the Trinity will go far.
improved to 6-2 overall and
moved into fourth place in
NESCAC with a 3-2 record
in the league. The Bantams
find themselves in a disappointing seventh place at
the moment.
"Overall I thought we
didn't play as well as we
could have," said Skiff.
"We need to get at least one
more win in the NESCAC
to make the league tournament, so we are going to
make sure we play well in
the next few games."
The Bantams will travel to Willimantic, Conn, to
play Eastern Connecticut
this Wednesday, Apr. 14,
and this Saturday, Apr. 17
will face NESCAC rival
Chuck Pratt
Men's tennis is having a dream season.
Williams.

Career Services
THE BEST W A Y TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT,..

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!
Wednesday. April 14
Abcrcrombie & Fitch (Interviews on Campus 04/19/04) - - MIT/Home Office
Thursday,
d ,
pjj,,^
Congressional Hispanic Caucus institute (CHCI) — CHCI2004 Scholarship
Awards
Vermont Academy — Teaching Internship / Bentley Fellowship
Charles W. Warner Company — Marketing Assistant
Parker River National Wildlife Refuge — Biological Technician-Summer 2004
JohnTempleton Foundation —Project Leader
Auerbach Associates —Project Coordinator & Research Assistant; Associate
Consultant
'
Harris Interactive — Research Assistant (Market Research)
Seguin Independent School District — Various Education Vacancies
City of New York (New York City) — NYC Police Officer
Massachusetts Audubon Society — Naturdist/Instructor-Suramer 2004; Lead
Instructor-Preschool Nature Camp - Summer 2004
Merck Research Laboratories — Organic Chemists
The Westport Company — Associate
Brighton's Ice Cream— Part-Time Special Events Staff-Summer 2004
I Have a Dream® Foundation of Boulder County (IHAD) — 1 Year AmeriCorps
Positions withJHAD.
Trinity College — Applications Specialist
Boston Beer Company (The) — Custom Sales Services Artist
, April
p 13.
L
Minnesota Conservation Corps (MCC) — Crew Leader/Assistant
Crew LeadersSummer 2004 '
The Everett Public Service Internship Program — Various Public Service
Internships-Summer 2004
Monday. April 19
Aerotek — Recruiter
GDA Integrated Services — Director of Program Services
Wednesday,. .AnriUl
Ford & Associates, Inc. — Analyst
:
Trinity College — Outreach Librarian
Cushman &• Waketfeld --- Research Specialist
Sinai Temple -

Temple Youth Group Advisor
Monday. April 31

KirklandSeareh — Mechanical Engineer
Stony BrookUrjiwity (State O ^
^

- Research Assistant

Monday, Aprif,26 .(continued)
North Suffolk Mental Health Association — Research Interviewer
Trinity College— Software Applications Developer
Wednesday, April 28
Trinity College — Campus Safety Officer, Campus Safety Department
Thursday,April 29
Supreme Court of the United States — Police Officer
Friday, April 30
MassMutual Financial Group — JOB FAMILY PROFILES: Customer Service;
Financial/Qualitative; Insurafi.ee/Anatytical; Credit Research Analyst; Leadership
Development - Internship & Full-time Opportunities; Project Management;
Technical/Information Systems
New York County District Attorney's Office — Paralegal
Denver Rescue Mission — Christian Ministry Internships-Summer 2004
Bloomfield Racquet Club — Seasonal Attendant-PT
City of New York (New York City) — New York City Summer Internship
Program-2004
Media and Technology Charter High (MATCH) School •— MATCH Corps: An
Urban Education Fellowship
i-Deal — Analyst Program
Pfizer, Inc. — Java Developer Intern
Capitol Moving & Storage/United Van Lines — Movers and Packers-Summer
2004
Margeotes Fertitta and Partners —• Account Management
Veterans Affairs Medical Center-Bedford, MA — Research Laboratory Assistant
WTIC NewsTalk 1080 — Programming Intern
Environmental Risk Limited — Summer Lab Technician
Saturday, May 1
Yale University—Research Assistant/ Research Associate
Arden Theatre Co. — Arden Professional Apprentice (APA)
Berkshire Life Insurance Company of America — Marketing Services Department
Internship
, •

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're avaiiabte Monday through Friday, 8:30 AW to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
• Wednesday-night walk-Ins from 6:00 PM to i:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest, updates on
events, special programs
and job.
1
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Baseball No. 1 in NE; |Track and Held Team
Win Streak Hits Eight Continues To Impress
continued from page 24

improved to 5-0 on the season.
O'Shaughnessy also had a big day at the
plate going 2-3 and delivering the gametying RBI. "Tony-O" also added another.
RBI later in the game. Right-hander Greg
Talpey '06 pitched a scoreless ninth for the
save.

three run homerun to give the Bantams a
lead they would never relinquish.
Although Trinity's pitching has been the
backbone of this team, the offense showed
they are still a force to be reckoned with,
compiling 12 runs with 13 hits.
Sophomore Gabe Rotman held on to the
12-11 win, for his first collegiate win in his

"We're ranked first in New England and Eastern is
ranked second, so we know they're gunning for us."
- Tony O' Shaugnessy '04
The third game of the series was a gut- first appearance of the year.
check for the Bants and they came out on
Coach Bill Decker said, "A win is a win
top with a crazy 12-11 win. Jeff Natale
is a win. We put ourselves in a good posi'05, who has been on fire lately and hitting
tion with this weekend sweep. Now we are
.480 on the season was a victim to Tuft's playing to host the tournament for homecowardice.
field advantage throughout the playoffs."
Instead of pitching to Natale, the Tufts
Captain O'Shaugnessy added, "We have to
pitchers decided to pitch at Natale, beaning move forward now. We did our job last
him six times throughout the course of the weekend but we have another job to do this
weekend. Unfortunately for Tufts, in the weekend. We're ranked first in New
sixth inning with runners' on first and sec- England and Eastern is ranked second, so
ond they had to pitch to Natale and he
we know they're gunning for us."
delivered a game-tying two ran double.
Trinity is currently ranked 14th in the
This was the second of three deficits that
nation and play Eastern on Tuesday Apr.
Trinity fought back for. Natale was not
13, although weather reports indicate that
done there because an inning later Tufts
the game may be rained out. If that is the
scored two runs to go up 11-9. Again with
case then the game will be made up over
two men on, Natale delivered, crashing a
the weekend.

CHRIS MOORE
SPORTS WRITER
Saturday, Apr. 10, the Bantams Track
and Field squad headed to Middletown,
Conn., for the Wesleyan Outdoor Track
Invitational.
They were joined by
Brandeis, Connecticut College, Worcester
State, Eastern Connecticut State, Vassar,
and host Wesleyan.
While the women once again displayed
their strength in the distance events and the
men, their power in the sprinting events,
both sides continue to develop their abilities in their traditionally weaker events.
In the women's meet, the lady Bantams
flashed some serious speed in the 400meter dash, taking three of the top six

•
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'

»
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"

»

been really great this year. They're really
encouraging and they make you feel really
comfortable on the team."
On the men's side, the dominant sprinting duo of freshman Sean Langton and senior James Porter continued to produce, with
a number of distance runners having
impressive meet finishes as well.
In the 200-meter dash, Langton finished just hundredths of a second behind
Dave Nicholson of Eastern Connecticut,
taking second with a time of 23.57.
In the 400-meter dash, Porter was victorious with a time of 50.28. He was followed by Mark Randall '05 in ninth and
Jack Canning '04 in 16th. Tom Walsh '06
snagged another victory for the Bantams in
the 800-meter run, beating out the

.
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Chuck Pratt

Track and Field competed at the Wesleyan Outdoor Track Invitational.

Baseball
@ E. Connecticut, Tuesday, Apr. 13, 4 p.m.
@ Colby, Friday, Apr. 16, 3 p.m.
@ Colby, Saturday, Apr. 17,12 p.m.
@ Colby, Saturday. Apr. 17, 2:30 p.m.
Softball
@ Coast Guard, Thursday, Apr. 15, 3:30 p.m.
. @ Tufts, Sunday, Apr. 18,1 p.m.
@ Tufts, Sunday, Apr. 18, 3 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse
E. Connecticut, Wednesday, Apr. 14, 4:30 p.m.
@ Williams, Saturday, Apr. 17, 2 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse
@ Wheaton, Thursday, Apr. 15, 4:30 p.m.
@ Williams, Saturday, Apr. 17, 1 p.m.

Men's Tennis
@ Amherst, Tuesday,
Apr. 13, 3 p.m.

vs. MIT, Thursday,
Apr. 15, 3:30 p.m
@ Williams, Saturday,
Apr. 17,
1 p.m.
Women's Tennis
©.NESCAC
Championships (Amherst),
Friday, Apr. 16 thru.
Sunday, Apr. 18
Men's & Women's Track
and Field
No events for this week

spots. They were led by Libby Franco '07
in second with a time of 1:04:05. Behind
her was Romola Ratnam '07 in fourth and
Kathleen Forbes '05 in sixth.
In the 800-meter run, the women really
flexed their muscles. With Kristina Miner
'07 finishing first in 2:18:27, the Trinity
women took the top four spots, with senior
Karen Roy in second, Haley McCongaghy
'06 in third, and freshman Kathryn Nielsen
in fourth.
It was Trinity at the top again in the
1500-meter run, with Chrissy Kane '05

Connecticut College duo of Brian Adams
and Luca DiGregorio with the only sub-.
two-minute time of 1:58:16. Louis Evan's
'05 followed in eighth, with Tony Quintero
'07 and Jeff Jaworski '06 behind him in the
top 15.
The 1500-meter run was a particularly
strong event for the Bantams on this day.
The men's team one-upped the lady
Bantams one-two finish by sweeping-the
podium spots. Freshman Nate Gravel won
the event with a 4:07:76, followed by Matt
Termine '06 in second and freshman Paul

'The seniors have been great this year. They're really
encouraging and they make you feel really comfortable
on the team."
- Sarah Bengston '07
winning in 4:41:68 followed by Jackie
Kupper '06 in second.
And the squad was just wanning up. In
the 3000-meter run, senior Liz Brown won
with a time of 10:31:10, comfortably edging out Ellen Davis and Erin Smith, both of
Wesleyan. Smith was followed by two
Bantams, Kristina Depeau '04 in fourth
and fellow senior Hilary Evans rounding
out the top five.
As the meet continued, the relay teams
then went to work. Trinity would go on to
win both the 4x400 meter relay and the
4x800 meter.
Sarah Bengston '07 tallied another victory in what is shaping out to be a very
impressive freshman year with a 1.53
meter finish in the high jump. She would
also go on to take second in the long jump,
just falling short of Linda Kropp of
Brandeis.
"The meet went pretty well," Bengston
told the Tripod, "And we ran really well."
She also commented on the senior leadership within the squad, "The seniors have

Jarboe in third. Adam Selby '04 rounded
out the top 10 for Trinity. Their distance
strength showed through later, as well,
when both the 4x400 and 4x800 meter
relay teams took home first place. Trinity
won all three 400-meter events, closing out
with a victory by Chris Orr '06 in the 400meter hurdles.
The men continued to dominate even in
the field events. Robert Hill '07 took second in the pole vault, finishing with a
height of 3.81 meters.
In the men's long jump, the Bantams
took first and second, with junior Jared
Bullock's jump of 6.11 meters just edging
out that of the Langton.
In the triple jump it was again Bullock,
building up quite a successful year with
another first place finish of 13.31 meters,
edging out Mshangwe Crawford of
Wesleyan.
The Bantams will now look to carry
this momentum into the NESCAC
Conference Meet, on Saturday, Apr. 24,
here at home.
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Women's Lax Wins vs. Bates Softball Squeezes
Past Colby Mules
i

win over Trinity - the Bantams'
first loss in three games improved to 9-0 overall and 6-0
in NESCAC.
The first two minutes of the
game were fast and intense, with
Middlebury netting three goals in
the first 1:24. The Panthers con-

the game, but she was matched by
Trinity's Gratry. Junior Elizabeth
d'Entremont, Walsh, and Gabby
Geier '07 each added goals to
Trinity's total. Benjamin made
five saves in 38 minutes of play,
and McNerney made eight saves
in 22 minutes of playing time.
Although Trinity may have
been outscored by Middlebury,
they were certainly not outplayed,
and the Bantams are far from discouraged.
"Middlebury is always the
toughest game in our conference," Takesuye said, "but four
out of our five games left are
NESCAC games and if we continue to play with confidence,
focus, pride, and the will to win
then we will be successful. Our
team is the most cohesive team I
have ever had the privilege to
play with. So far our games have
been tight, but when we play as a
team, we play our best and rise far
above the opposition."

tinued to dominate the first half,
and had a 9-3 lead after the first
stanza.
Trinity rallied hard in the second half, outscoring Middlebury
5-4, but it wasn't enough to overcome the Panthers' momentum
from the first half. .
Middlebury tri-captain Nuala
O'Donoghue scored four goals in.

With that optimistic outlook,
the Trinity women's lacrosse
team is sure to do well for the rest
of their season and into the postseason.
Women's lacrosse plays next
Thursday at Wheaton, next
Saturday at. Williams, and their
final home game is Tuesday, Apr.
20 at 7 p.m. on Sheppard Field..
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Chuck Pratt

Women's lacrosse lost to Middlebury last week.
continued from page 24
In goal, senior Alexandra "X"
Benjamin made three saves in 16
minutes of playing time, and Kate
McNerney '06 also won her second consecutive game, with 44
minutes of playing time and.five
saves.
"The
Bates
win
on
Wednesday was huge for us especially coming right after the win
against Colby. We need to keep
up the momentum," Takesuye
said.
Saturday
afternoon,
the
Bantams hit their home field for a
match against NESCAC rival
Middlebury.
The Middlebury Panthers are
"fSnTeffFifst in NESCAC and first
in the nation, and after their 13-7

continued from page 24
signaled me to steal. The purpose
of the play was to deliberately get
into a pickle so the run would
score."
That is exactly what happened. She first forced a walk,
and then instead of stopping at
first she kept running to second
causing confusion on the field
and forcing an ill-conceived
throw from Clark catcher Lauren
Ackein to second. This allowed
shortstop Stacey Hills '07, to
scamper home to tie the game at
3-3.
Hills then reached base on a
throwing error in the fifth, and
scored the winning run on a sacrifice fly by teammate Alessandra
Diamantis '07. Hills collided and
ran-over Clark catcher Ackein,
who was blocking the plate.
Dougherty's and Hill's heroics, combined with stellar pitching from Moshier helped Trinity
to the 4-3 thrilling victory over
Clark.
A doubleheader against Colby
was next on the table for the
Bants. In the first game, Trinity
broke open a 1-1 game.in the
fifth, but Colby came back in the
top of the seventh with a flurry of
hits and scored five runs to regain
the lead 6-3. Trinity rallied in the
bottom of. the seventh to score

FREE
DELIVERY

HtOOAMTOfttOMM

three and force extra innings, but
Colby scored in the eighth on a
throwing error and held on for the
7-6 overtime victory.
''Our hitting has kept us competitive, but our fielding is the
biggest thing we're going to need
to work oh in the coming week,"
Blumer remarked. "To make 100
percent of routine plays is to win
everyday, so we need to work on
that."
"They started out in the top of
the first scoring three and we
were getting a bit worried, but
when we came back and scored
two in the bottom of the first we
knew that this game was in
reach," said Dougherty.
At the end of seven the score
was again tied, 3-3, Colby then
scored on a Trimty error at the top
of the extra frame to make it a 43 ball game.
But the Bantams stormed
back to tie the game with an
infield hit by Blumer that scored
Sarah Churchill '06 from third,
and freshman Shannon Falvey
drove in the game-winning run on
her first collegiate hit to give the
Bantams the 5-4 victory.
The split with Colby moves
the Bantams to 10-8 overall and
3-1 in the NESCAC East. Their
next game is Thursday, Apr. 15 in
New London versus Co_ast Guard.
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With $7.00
Minimutn Purchase

236-2616
14" Medium S8.99
16" Urge $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on Med. § 1.30 on Large
Bacon
Hamburger
Peppeioni
Broccoli
Garlic
Onions
Spinach
Tomsloss
Mushrooms
fflcotla

Sausage
Cheny
Peppers

Eggplant
Ollv«s

AneJiovfes
Peppars

Additional Toppings; $2.00 each (4 Hours Motes Please)

Medium

Urge

CHICKEN SALAD
—$6.25
Cliicten Iveasl, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, olives and
cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD.,,,.,
•
$5-98
Ham, turkey, cheese, /ettase somatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTO
,....$3,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, figgpiant,
cucumbers, oiives, green peppers, lettuce and
tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese tomatoes, oiives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD
....$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers'
CAESAR SALAD
$5.75
With Chicken Breast
$7.75
TOSSED SALAD
Lrfl.$4.SO
.Sm.SZ.25
French, Blue Cheese, RanelvrhougarKl island,
itatian.Creamy Italian, Greek Caesar
EXTRA DRESSING
40

Special
Large Cheese
10 Wings
g ((Fingers)
2 Lifer Soda

1

?m¥wmm

..$5.50 SPAGHETTI OR Zm VWTH SAUCE

...$6.50

7Z T s U l SPAGHETTI OR an

GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE (16") ....|3.25
.7.99
| 2 SPAGHETTI OR ZITS WJTH SAUSAGE
FIH^HIISE
I " T T Z f k l l EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA—7.93
ONION RINGS
,
$1.99 CHICKEN PARMlGiANA WITH PASTA „ — 8 . 9 5

i

•SO BAKED 2ITI

CHIPS.

...........7.99

STUFFED SHELLS
7.Q9
GRINDERS
wmo, MEAT RAVIOLI,,..
7.99
...$4.50 ,.$9.00 CHEESE RAViOLi
COOKED SALAMI
,
,. ..............7.99
...,A50 •"•§¥SS
PASTRAMI
Includes salaa an<i roll
.....4,50
GENOA
4.S0 ....9,00
HAM......
..
CALZONES
4.50
TURKEY..
,
4.50 ...9.00 Cateones
PEPPERONI
,
5.75
4.S0 ...9,00
BOAST BEEF
Each
additional
item
.75
...9.00
TUNA
. .....4.S0
COMBO (2 kinds of above).. .....4,50 ..,9,00
EGGPLANT PARM1QIANA .. .....4.50 ...9.00
.....4,50 .,.9.00
CHICKEN CUTLET
7.S0
4,30 ...S.00 Fried Shrimp,
CHICKEN PARMIGiANA
Cheese Cate
S2.25 VEAL PARMIGIANA ........... .....4,50 ...9.00 Fish & Chips
,.,..,....7.50
4,50 ...9.00
Chocolate Cake
,
$3.25 VEAL CUTLET 4
., ...7.S0
STEAfOCHEESE
,.„.,„ .....4,50 ..,9.00 4 Pieces Fried Chicken.™.,.,....,
MEATBALLS
... .....4.50 ...9.00
Served with Coleslaw & prenoh Fries
BEVERAGES
4.50 .,.9.00
SAUSAGE
Joke, Orange, Sprite, Lemoiiatie, Pepsi,
FISH
,
„- .....4.50 .,.9,00

HOUSE SPECIAL
$11.99
$15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepparoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers
CHICKEN PESTO ...,,...,.$11.99
$14.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliosd tomatoes
lasted in ?%sto Sauce
SHRilWP PESTO
.$11.99
$14,99
Fresh Mozzaretfa, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto Sauce
WHITE PIE
$9.89
$11-99
f*esh Mo22arel!a, ramano cheese, garlic,
parsley,
:
of^gano, and olive oil
WHITE CLAM,.
$9.99 ... r ......S11.89
Saby clams, romano cheese, garlic, par&Iey, oregano
ana olive oil
RANCH CHICKEN...
.$11-39
$14.99
Fresh MoHarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
Snappte, Water, Orangirm, Apple Juice &
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing
Orange Juiee
HAWAIIAN
$11.99
Pineapple and ham

Cuisttt®

WIHQS(Mtw,Hot,BB«)jiO).....—

2 Liter
Soda
With any Large
Cheese Pizza

$1.00
OFF
.Ctiees# Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

B.L.T
, „
VEGGIE/CHEESE,

ITALIAN

—

....„
,

B u y a Lai*ige

Cheese '.

With one Topping and
Get a Second Large
Cheese for

.....4,50 ...9.00
.....4.S0 ...9.0Q
.,.9.98

$2.00

Bimmt '
Grinder and Get
1 Bag of Chips & 1
Can of Soda
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Defensive Woes Slow Softball Team Lacrosse
Picks Up
the Pace
SAM ZlVIN

SPORTS WRITER

Whoever says softball isn't
exciting, wasn't watching the
women's softball team this week.
All five of their games were
decided by just one ran and two
went into extra innings.
They had a total of 29 hits,
one of which was a home run,
four steals, even a pickle. As for
the pitching, coming into this
week the starting pitchers had a
combined ERA of a stingy 1.30.
The Bantam's first match-up
of the week was a double header
against Eastern Connecticut
State. Trinity had the momentum
coining off a two game sweep of
conference rival Bates, but
Eastern proved to be a bit too
much to handle.
The story of the afternoon
was tough Eastern pitching and
Trinity fielding errors. Trinity
took a 1-0 lead early on the first
game and seemed to be in control
until the top of the sixth when

Eastern Connecticut scored two,
and won 2-1. Give the credit to
Eastern right-hander Lindsay
Savelle who held the Bantams to
only three hits and one earned run
in the game. Bantam pitcher
Victoria Moshier '06 only gave
up five hits in a complete game
effort, but three Trinity errors
turned out to be too costly.
In the nightcap Bantam freshman sensation Sara Dougherty
pitched a complete game four-hitter, but just as in the first game,
she did not receive any help in the
field as the Bantam's were
plagued with four errors.
Eastern won 1-0 and swept
the Bantams.
Dougherty commented on the
tough loss, "It was a close game,
and a game we probably should
have won, but we just weren't hitting that day."
The two losses against
Eastern Connecticut dropped the
Bantam's record to 8-7 and set
them up for a crucial match-up
against Clark University. Co-cap-

Natale Leads Bants
DAVE BUCCO
SPORTS WRITER
The 2004 Trinity College
baseball team is back on top of
the standings after a three game
series sweep against Tufts last
weekend.
For the season,
Trinity's record stands at 19-3,'
and the team is currently ranked
number one in New England.
More impressive, is the Bantams
eight game winning streak that
they are currently riding.
Last weekend Trinity won
three games over their division
rival by the scores of 4-3,4-1, and
12-11, In the first game senior

captain Kevin Tidmarsh picked
up the win. The Bantams scored
three unearned runs in the top of
the sixth to win, with Andrew
Fries '05 contributing with a tworun single to key the rally.
The second game was the first
in a double-header and it was junior Mark Tremblay's show as he
pitched six innings of five hit ball.
Tremblay allowed one run, which
was not earned lowering his ERA
down to 0.61. With catcher senior captain Tony O'Shanghnessy
behind the plate, the "New
Hampshire .
Connection"
see BASEBALL on page 22

Chuck Pratt

Baseball swept Tufts to move into first in New England.

Check out what is
coming up this week
on page 22
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ERIN BARCLAY

Chuck Pratt

Stacy Hills "07 stole third against Colby.
tain Paige Blumer '05 talked
about the team's spirits after the
Eastern games; "If we were a different team then we are we would
have come out of it with our
heads down, but we took the .next
couple games to work hard in
practice, and put out a good effort
against Clark." A win versus
Clark on Friday would give
Trinity the momentum they

The Bantam's fell behind 1-0
after the first half inning, but went
ahead 2-1 on Sara Dougherty's
huge two-run home ran blast in
the bottom of the first. But Clark
went on to score unearned runs in
the top of the second and third
innings and regained the lead 3-2.
Dougherty came up big again,
this time with a bit of trickery.
"We were practicing the signs for
d.

would make their Saturday game
even tougher.

see SOFTBALL an page 23

SPORTS WRITER
With only four games remaining in the 2004 season, the
women's lacrosse team is continuing its trend of strength and
power in the NESCAC. They
split their two games last week,
winning against the Bates College
Bobcats 15-13 on Wednesday, but
taking a loss against Middlebury,
13-7, on Saturday. Going into the
home stretch of the season, the
Bantams are 5-4 overall and 3-3
in the NESCAC.
The Bantams faced the
Bobcats at M.I.T. Wednesday
night and took a 7-6 lead in the
first half; three of those goals
were scored by Bea Gratry '05.
In the second half, junior Tracy
Nesbit and Kara Takesuye '06
scored two goals in a row, helping
to up the score to the final 15-13
and lead Trinity to their second
Walsh '04,
sophomores Meredith Murphy
and Christine Ryan, and Nesbit

Tennis Stays Hot,
Extends to 13-0
from NYU as Baumgartner
SPORTS EDITOR dropped a tough match at number
six.
The
2003-2004
Trinity
Next up for the Bantams were
College men's tennis team contin- the Yellowjackets from the
ued to destroy its competition this University
of
Rochester.
week. The men started off with a Although this team was ranked
6-1 win over New York ahead of Trinity on paper, the
University on Friday, and fol- Bantams proved who the superior
lowed this up with a 5-1 win team
was by destroying
against Rochester. The victories Rochester 5-1. Marsden won a
move the team to 13-0 on the year tough three set match at number
and 2-0 in NESCAC play.
one, as did senior co-captain
Richard Lawrence at number
The NYU contest started off
with Trinity taking the doubles four. Hart and Ames won easily at
point by sweeping all three number two and three, respectivematches. The number three dou- ly. Levy also cruised past his
bles team of Daniel Merns '06 opponent at number six, leaving
Csaba Godry '04 at number five
and Paul Baumgartner '06 started
the team rolling with an 8-1 vic- with the only loss of the day.
tory. After this victory, the numThe team has certainly been
ber two doubles pairing, co-cap- on a roll this year as it has piled
tain Scott Levy '04 and Jimmie up 84 match points while dropAmes '06, and the number one ping only six. As Andrew
doubles team of Jonathon Hart Rosenbaum '06 put it, "We have
'06 and Brian Marsden '07, also been playing really well so far.
won easily. Trinity swept the sin- The team has put in a lot of work,
gles spots one through five, but
couldn't quite blank the team
see BANTAMS on page 21

PETER SCALA

INSIDE SPORTS
MenJUlacrosse struggles
against Colby on page 21

Track and Field dominates
distance events on page 22

Chuck Pratt

Women's lacrosse beat Bates,
each scored two goals; first-year
Courtney Collins and Catherine
Neil '06 added their own goals to
the final tally. Not only did the
Bantams hand the Bobcats their
sixth consecutive defeat, they did
it clearly, not even allowing Bates
to come within one goal of them
for the entirety of the last half.
see LAX on page 23

Trinity baseball sweeps
Tufts in weekend series
on page 24

